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on Citizens put toes in ‘port’ water - Bainbridge Island Review 5 months ago 

So, what this group is saying: “create us, let us tax you, then sit back and we will run most everything with grants so you don‟t 

have to really pay us much.” They are so fake, Barbie is jealous! I am not voting for this nor is anyone else I've spoken to. I 

think at least a simple majority of islanders may have learned their lesson about voluntarily adding additional layers of 

government with taxing authority. If all the new projects & services listed in this article are of vital importance to the majority of 

islanders, then the council can facilitate getting it done. So far, I have yet to see a large swelling of citizens pushing the issue 

or getting the attention of the council. No red shirts, no hand-held signs, no large groups gathered for council meetings, etc. 

What they ought to do is hire the judge as their lobbyist… 

on No-turn-on-red sign needs to be heeded - Bainbridge Island Review 5 months ago 

It is a state highway. It is a traffic decision by WA DOT, not the city. You would need to flame at the state about the lack of 

money & communication about the new sign decision. As far as enforcement, I am curious if there is a track record of 

accidents at the intersection. I know there are frequent rear-enders on the highway itself, but I have a feeling there are 

probably few at the Moran intersection. Unfortunately there will always be a certain number of folks that don't obey the law. Or 

maybe they just didn't see the sign! 

on Island judge wants to take city to court - Bainbridge Island Review 5 months ago 

City (or Municipal) Courts as well as District Courts are “Courts of Limited Jurisdiction” and as such do not hear felony cases. 

Felonies are adjudicated at the Superior Court level. Matters heard in our city court can be appealed to Superior Court in Pt. 

Orchard. Point is, traffic issues are the majority of what any city court deals with, as those issues are not relegated to Superior 

Court. Having looked into our court, it appears to me that the major bulk of court time is spent on traffic tickets, drunk drivers, 

parking tickets, people driving on a suspended license, small thefts, misdemeanor assaults, and vandalism cases. Throw in a 

sprinkling of marijuana pipe cases and a few court orders, a marriage here & there, and that is what our court does.  

 

There are 127 municipal courts and 49 district courts in our state. What the island court handles and adjudicates is not any 

different that any of those other 176 courts of limited jurisdiction. We are not unique. Our court requires a judge with a 

Washington State Bar card, experience desired but not required. City judges are appointed if they are less than full-time. Full-

time judges are elected. It takes time, effort & money to become a judge. That is the same for any judge, again the island is 

not unique. No attorney that is worth his or her salt would take a city judge position unless it is financially feasible to do so. 

http://disqus.com/embed/HST/?is_moderator=undefined&forum=bainbridgereview&to_redirect=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.pnwlocalnews.com%2Fkitsap%2Fbir%2Fopinion%2Fletters%2F116874638.html&ff=Arial%2C%20Helvetica%2C%20sans-serif&fc=%23444444&ac=%23263440&f=bainbridgereview&t=no_turn_on_red_sign_needs_to_be_heeded_bainbridge_island_review&cbp&default_text=Type%20your%20comment%20here.&1311698895816
http://disqus.com/embed/HST/?is_moderator=undefined&forum=bainbridgereview&to_redirect=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.pnwlocalnews.com%2Fkitsap%2Fbir%2Fopinion%2Fletters%2F116874638.html&ff=Arial%2C%20Helvetica%2C%20sans-serif&fc=%23444444&ac=%23263440&f=bainbridgereview&t=no_turn_on_red_sign_needs_to_be_heeded_bainbridge_island_review&cbp&default_text=Type%20your%20comment%20here.&1311698895816
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/116876063.html#comment-157239985
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/116874638.html#comment-156318612
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/116877053.html#comment-156309059
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Most municipal judges could make substantially more money back in private practice. Being a city judge takes time & effort 

and you cannot “judge” their worth based solely on the types of cases that come before them.  

on Island judge wants to take city to court - Bainbridge Island Review 5 months ago 

While I strongly believe that the court should remain on the island, I think that the judge is stepping out a bit beyond and into 

the realm of political activist. The judge could and should have had others carry the torch, I don‟t think she should have 

proceeded on like she did. She pretty much ensured that her contract will not be renewed. It appears that there was a wee bit 

of political shenanigans, a few egos, and a kerfuffle. This piece about her contract is interesting (mildly), but perhaps there 

may be something to it. The city appears to have within the last six months or so accumulated quite a few labor issues that 

should have been cut & dried decisions. Just follow the laws, contracts & treat people with respect. Seems too easy…. Now 

we will all pay legal costs to find out who is pushing what envelope. 

on Roadwork season opens - Bainbridge Island Review 5 months ago 

I voted for him the last time he ran for council. I hope that Robert would consider it again. 

on Bainbridge court move to Poulsbo City Hall stalled - North Kitsap Herald 5 months ago 

Actually, I have heard that the decision has already been made. Poulsbo is moving their police department into the new city 

hall. That is something that wasn‟t originally planned for. Have heard that there has already been a meeting between some 

Bainbridge council and court folks and the whole move to Poulsbo issue is dead in the water. I have also heard that Bainbridge 

(through city manager Brenda Bauer) has already called Poulsbo to tell them as much. But the façade of the move possibility 

still being active is being perpetuated a bit longer in order to possibly get the Rolling Bay landlord to make a sweeter deal to let 

the court remain there. Smoke & mirrors and perhaps a bit misleading by our city admin. or some council members. But I think 

it is a matter of them trying to save face publicly while at the same time milking the local landlord as much as they can. I hope 

all of behind the scenes facts come out, if nothing than to expose those with agendas. From the Poulsbo perspective, I think it 

was a matter of them being able to recoup some money for their new city hall. Purely financial motives, nothing wrong with that 

and I think Ed Sterns is portraying things in the right perspective. 

on Hidden agenda is behind Municipal Court proposal | Letters | Feb. 11 - Bainbridge Island Review 5 months ago 

Actually, I have heard that the decision has already been made. Poulsbo is moving their police department into the new city 

hall. That is something that wasn‟t originally planned for. Have heard that there has already been a meeting between some 

council and court folks and the whole move to Poulsbo issue is dead in the water. I have also heard that the city (through 

Brenda Bauer) has already called Poulsbo to tell them as much. But the façade of the move possibility still being active is 

being perpetuated a bit longer in order to possibly get the Rolling Bay landlord to make a sweeter deal to let the court remain 

there. Smoke & mirrors and perhaps a bit misleading by our city admin. or some council members. But I think it is a matter of 

them trying to save face publicly while at the same time milking the local landlord as much as they can. I hope all of behind the 

scenes facts come out, after all isn‟t that what our new form of government is about- transparency? Hidden agenda, uh, 

er,ahhhh ..... 

on Final decision on court in Poulsbo’s hands - Bainbridge Island Review 5 months ago 

Actually Barry, I have heard that the decision has already been made. Poulsbo is moving their police department into the new 

city hall. That is something that wasn‟t originally planned for. Have heard that there has already been a meeting between some 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/116877053.html#comment-156251626
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/115774014.html#comment-146698467
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/nkh/news/114313704.html#comment-146689793
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/115935369.html#comment-146680381
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/115224229.html#comment-146677456
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council and court folks and the whole move to Poulsbo issue is dead in the water. I have also heard that the city (through 

Brenda Bauer) has already called Poulsbo to tell them as much. But the façade of the move possibility still being active is 

being perpetuated a bit longer in order to possibly get the Rolling Bay landlord to make a sweeter deal to let the court remain 

there. Smoke & mirrors and perhaps a bit misleading by our city admin. or some council members. But I think it is a matter of 

them trying to save face publicly while at the same time milking the local landlord as much as they can. I hope all of behind the 

scenes facts come out, after all isn‟t that what our new form of government is about- transparency? 

on Roadwork season opens - Bainbridge Island Review 5 months ago 

Good point there Stone, I think it is a combination of both. For the most part, being a council member is almost a volunteer job. 

The pay is very low and certainly not enough to support a person let alone a family. So we are left with those with very flexible 

jobs elsewhere or those already in retirement. I believe our particular demographics would lend to a larger pool than elsewhere 

of retired or semi-retired professionals. I have seen a few that ran and did not get elected. Instead we keep reelecting the 

same people that have been making the same types of decisions. For example, there is at least one council member that has 

been on the council & making decisions for about half of the city‟s annexed existence. Since the majority voted to remove the 

elected mayor office, we have to get the right person in the city manger slot. Combine that with a more fair balance of scruples 

on the council and we might start going somewhere. Don‟t get me wrong, the council made some really good moves the last 

year or so. But much is left to be done and whether Ms. Bauer is the right fit remains to be seen. I sense she may be just doing 

the council‟s bidding, but there are right & wrong ways to go about getting the desired results. 

on Roadwork season opens - Bainbridge Island Review 5 months ago 

Islanders keep voting the same type of folks (or in some cases the SAME people) in office year after year, but expect different 

results? How many years has Knobloch been on the council? Or Scales? Vancil was on for how many years? Is Brackett any 

different in how she consistently votes than Vancil was or Knobloch still does? People‟s past behavior is the best predictor of 

how they will act in the future. What elected politicians say doesn‟t mean Jack Squat, it is how they vote and act. Spending 

priorities by the council set up this crumbling infrastructure, not a lack of tax dollars. The annexed city is 20 years old this year, 

I hope the citizens look at where we are now and choose their elected officials accordingly. A 2 or 3 year financial b*tch-slap of 

reality is all it took to bring down 20 years of lack of vision, leadership, and out of control spending. Complain about the roads, 

ok, sure- but don‟t forget how we all got to this point. We can still change course, just put the right people in charge of the 

steering wheel 

on Roadwork season opens - Bainbridge Island Review 5 months ago 

Islanders keep voting the same type of folks (or in some cases the SAME people) in office year after year, but expect different 

results? How many years has Knobloch been on the council? Or Scales? Vancil was on for how many years? Is Brackett any 

different in how she consistently votes than Vancil was or Knobloch still does? People‟s past behavior is the best predictor of 

how they will act in the future. What elected politicians say doesn‟t mean Jack Squat, it is how they vote and act. Spending 

priorities by the council set up this crumbling infrastructure, not a lack of tax dollars. The annexed city is 20 years old this year, 

I hope the citizens look at where we are now and choose their elected officials accordingly. A 2 or 3 year financial b*tch-slap of 

reality is all it took to bring down 20 years of lack of vision, leadership, and out of control spending. Complain about the roads, 

ok, sure- but don‟t forget how we all got to this point. We can still change course, just put the right people in charge of the 

steering wheel. 

on Laid-off employees deserved much better | Letters | Feb. 11 - Bainbridge Island Review 5 months ago 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/115774014.html#comment-145501213
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/115774014.html#comment-145486570
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/115774014.html#comment-145486570
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/115935259.html#comment-145373418
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Good letter! 

on City shouldn’t target senior, union employees | Letters | Feb. 11 - Bainbridge Island Review 5 months ago 

I think that most citizens, city staff and certainly council thought highly of Bauer when she first got here and started out. I have 

heard the comments “straight shooter”, “competent”, and “go-getter” associated with her name. But that was then and now 

many believe her word less and less. It appears that the entrenched Bainbridge admin./management culture has corrupted 

that image. If the city gets their rear-ends handed to them as a result of all the labor disputes, Ms. Bauer will quickly lose the 

public support of the council and she will go the way of Elray Konkel and others before. That is sad, especially when all one 

has to do is follow the laws, contracts, and treat people with respect to avoid it all. 

on Final decision on court in Poulsbo’s hands - Bainbridge Island Review 5 months ago 

Bob, 

You & I both know that it costs more to “move the court” than just relocating office furniture and files. The city is contractually 

obligated to pay all costs to restore the Rolling Bay location to its original form. You have been there, you know that it would 

require basically to tear down just about all the interior walls and put up new ones, ventilation rerouting, a little plumbing, 

electrical rewiring, and paying to somehow make all the exterior walls with windows solid walls again.  

 

Then you have to add up all the one-time costs to replace every single bit of documentation with the new address & contact 

information. That means thousands of dollars to reprint & order ticket books for the parking officer, and new ticket books for all 

the cops. Take into account the other valid dollar value items that Mr. Peters mentions and you are at a significant cost that is 

well above a paltry $2k.  

 

Another issue that the city has completely failed to address is the impact on at least one of the labor unions. There will have to 

be a change in the way paperwork makes its way to court from the police station everyday. At least 1 or 2 of the ways the city 

wants to accomplish that will likely require the city to bargain with the union. Presently, when the police arrest local folks on 

warrants they just take them to Rolling Bay to see the judge. Are we now going to have to pay the police to drive to Poulsbo 

and drop down to only 1 officer on the island while they are gone? That is a safety issue that will again cost the city money. 

 

My guess is that $80k is not astronomical. For sure the city won‟t be using High School volunteers and a $80 rental truck to do 

it all. You and I both know that the context of what the judge said at your referenced meeting is being a bit misrepresented. 

During that time period, the Suzuki property was being researched and a new court/police facility was a possibility. I don‟t 

believe the judge ever conceived that her words would be taken as a way to move a part of local government to another city. 

This whole “move to Poulsbo” thing started out initially as purely a financial move. These safety & appearance issues were 

added later to gain traction when it was clear the money-saving aspect wouldn‟t play out. Bob Scales had an agenda and went 

for it with gusto. I am told that a few on the council made it personal when the judge fought back in public. 

on Final decision on court in Poulsbo’s hands - Bainbridge Island Review 6 months ago 

Brenda Bauer‟s estimate of Court moving costs is laughable at best. For the love of God, it takes more than $2k just for 

someone to relocate their home from the island to Poulsbo! Ms. Bauer‟s word is meaning less and less to people nowadays. 

Mr. Peters is quite correct in all the costs associated in moving the court. The taxpayers will once again be paying the way for 

four council member‟s stubborn opinion in the face of the citizens and financial reality. 

on Ex-city workers struggle to cope - Bainbridge Island Review 6 months ago 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/115935094.html#comment-145371517
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/115224229.html#comment-143032167
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/115224229.html#comment-142187655
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/115225319.html#comment-141399922
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Don't believe this makes these city employees any different, just puts a local face on issues that runs across the nation. The 

real story is if the city broke the contract and labor laws. From what is in the paper, it certainly looks like there is more than 

enough to proceed to an arbitrator and to a hearing in front of the public employment relations commission. I suspect the union 

would wait for a lawsuit pending the outcome of the other two avenues of redress. The city is still going to have to throw a lot 

of money at their contracted labor law firm. The city attorney is not well versed in labor law and will likely not be representing 

the city in these issues. 

on January 21st, 2011 Editorial Cartoon - Bainbridge Island Review 6 months ago 

Man, that is spot on! 

on January 14th, 2011 Editorial Cartoon - Bainbridge Island Review 6 months ago 

Really? Are you telling me that a juvenile can go to a gun show and purchase a firearm? For that matter, go to any retail outlet 

and purchase a firearm? Because that is what the last window in this cartoon is depicting. At least we agree that this "cartoon" 

is not funny. 

on January 14th, 2011 Editorial Cartoon - Bainbridge Island Review 6 months ago 

Factually incorrect and not in the least funny. 

on Legal action may follow ruling in Ostling case - Bainbridge Island Review 7 months ago 

I wholeheartedly agree with everything you so well stated, except... Could you please list examples of this "reputation of 

renegade behavior?" Throwing out a statement like that isn't too much different than the blanket comments that you & 

paladinBI corrected regarding mental illness comments of other posters. 

on Legal action may follow ruling in Ostling case - Bainbridge Island Review 7 months ago 

I wholeheartedly agree with everything you so well stated, except... Could you please list examples of this "reputation of 

renegade behavior?" Throwing out a statement like that isn't too much different than the blanket comments that you & 

paladinBI corrected regarding mental illness comments of other posters. 

on Open-minded approach is important for council | Our Opinion | Dec. 31 - Bainbridge Island Review 7 months ago 

You make excellent points about the top-heavy government we are all paying for, at the expense of having employees that 

actually do the work we all want & need. We need more public works workers that actually do work for the public. Another 

example is the police department, it is exceedingly top-heavy. They are approaching a nearly 1 supervisor per two worker 

ratio. We don‟t need a commander in a city our size. Do you realize that the chief of police has eliminated two officers to create 

an unnecessary commander position with a bloated salary & benefit package? My neighbors and I would rather have an officer 

that actually does work, handles 911 calls, etc. Instead of a $100k + a year desk jockey with nothing to do. 

 

a comment by Dutch6 on Open-minded approach is important for council | Our Opinion | Dec. 31 - Bainbridge Island Review 7 months ago  

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/114494919.html#comment-134442304
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/113520224.html#comment-129162511
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/113520224.html#comment-128891161
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/112616629.html#comment-125648075
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/112616629.html#comment-125648075
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/112615384.html#comment-125466570
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/112615384.html#comment-124190782
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/112615384.html
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“Regrettably there is an often "silent "majority on Bainbridge. Many Islanders are not involved in 

the functioning on COBI but they pay the cost of this. The City government that is supported by the myriad of 

taxes levied on Islanders has effectively ceased to provide the services that the taxes are supposed to fund. 

Islanders are paying only for the overhead. The egomanical justification for our City hall should be a case study in 

irresponsibility. The Council does not want to "micro-manage" the City Manager. The end result is that the 

realignment of personnel has depleted the very people that provide the services that we pay for. COBI does not 

need a top heavy echelon of planners and bureaucrats. We need a functional Public Works department that can 

fill the potholes and sand the roads so that the debacle in the recent ice storm that rendered Wyatt Way 

impassable because of a pile up of cars is not repeated. We do no need long range planners whose only function 

is to hire consultants. We do not need a City government that rivals Bellevue. . We need one that meets the real 

needs of all Bainbridge Island rather than the limited interests of a few and we have not had that for the last eight 

years.” 

on Legal action may follow ruling in Ostling case - Bainbridge Island Review 7 months ago 

It is a given that anytime a person is killed by the government there is a claim for damages, regardless of the circumstances. 

Video use in law enforcement has been available and in use for literally decades. Even the TV show COPS first aired in 1989! 

The reason Winslow (now Bainbridge Island) has never obtained quality video systems is two fold; money and lack of concern. 

This is only one of many decisions that end up costing the taxpayers realistically hundreds of thousands of dollars every few 

years. Like Robert said, there are personal video systems that the officers can wear. And there are other systems that are 

mounted in the police car. Both have video & audio, each have strong and weak points. A short web search shows that the 

personal types start around $1k and the car mounted type start around $10-$20k. Why wait for a grant, which may or may not 

ever materialize?  

 

The island has always had folks that have no qualms filing claims and lawsuits. Some are reasonable, but quite a few (and 

usually the ones that involve the cops) seem simply unbelievably outrageous. Why the city has not invested in a quality 

video/audio system boggles the imagination. It would tend to eliminate the “He said / She said “ law suits. This is at least the 

fourth or fifth suit or claim in as many years that probably would have been avoided had there been a video system in place. 

How much money you think the city pays out in just legal expenses for five lawsuits? Probably enough to pay Steven 

Spielberg to film our police in action. 

 

I don‟t believe that any labor union can block such video systems. And why would they? It only protects them and the city from 

loonies filing ridiculous claims & suits. I would imagine that a union may want to work out issues in writing with the city to 

prevent video systems from being abused or used illegally. Those cop-worn videos would have probably put this whole Ostling 

shooting to rest. As far as the apparently different stories in the press, that is unfortunate. If the city is having the Sheriff‟s 

Office investigate the entire incident, then the Sheriff‟s Office spokesperson should have been the only one releasing 

information. The island chief should have kept his mouth shut, especially if he did not have all the facts. If I recall, all the past 

Kitsap police shootings resulted in very limited facts being released until the investigation was complete and reviewed by the 

prosecutor. Even the officer‟s names were not released in the other shootings until that time.  

 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/112616629.html#comment-121197313
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As far as this lawsuit, we will have to see what happens in the civil proceedings. I would imagine there is forensic evidence 

beside just what the cops or witnesses have to say. Either way it turns out, it is costing the city more than it should have. 

on UAC to review utility contract - Bainbridge Island Review 8 months ago 

Debbie, 

For once I agree with you. Shocking....  

 

I do wonder how much general fund tax money has been spent on the RPA law suit. That seems like a waste to me as well. I 

suppose it is easier to waste money when it isn't yours. At least, I hope the council members don't treat their own pocket books 

the same. 

on Ratepayers group agree with Court of Appeals | Letters | Dec. 10 - Bainbridge Island Review 8 months ago 

Can you tell all the island taxpayers exactly how much of their money was WASTED on your law suit? The court told the RPA 

what any idiot off the street could have told you- You can't sue someone for something that they haven't yet done! How many 

times has the RPA suit been slapped down?  

 

I would urge the city to absolutely continue slapping the current RPA suit down and go after the RPA for legal expenses. 

Perhaps the RPA could provide input and their suggestions to the Utility Commission to address issues with the utility rates 

and expenditures? Some way to provide input & influence that doesn't cost not only ratepayers but every island taxpayer? 

on City questioned for not filming key workshop - Bainbridge Island Review 8 months ago 

I think it dangerous when the government decides what you need to know. Although not necessarily hiding anything (it was an 

open public meeting), it does not look good to tell the media to not film a meeting. 

 

I wonder why the Review has not published a story about the RPA losing their suit in the court of appeals? The decision was 

published December 7th. The court threw out all of the RPA claims in the appeal. 

on Liveaboards may enjoy a second life in Eagle Harbor - Bainbridge Island Review 8 months ago 

Looks good in the headlines and such, but the issue for the city is still going to be money. I fear what will happen is a move to 

subsidized (aka tax funded) living expenses for some. The city will eventually set a fee schedule, most of the low-income 

liveaboards won't be able to afford it. The city likely won't enforce non-payment but will still have to pay the state the money in 

the lease agreement. We are looking at pretty much status quo with the exception of the taxpayers footing an increased dollar 

amount. 

on Severely disturbed by ‘cutesy’ turkey story | Letters | Dec. 3 - Bainbridge Island Review 8 months ago 

Speaking for myself, I love most of God's woodland creatures. Right next to the potatoes on my plate. Seriously, if the story 

really disturbs you that much then I am not sure how you make it through life. I am sure there are support groups out there....  

on Severely disturbed by ‘cutesy’ turkey story | Letters | Dec. 3 - Bainbridge Island Review 8 months ago 

Speaking for myself, I love most of God's woodland creatures. Right next to the potatoes on my plate. If the story really 

disturbs you that much, then I am not sure how you make it through life. I am sure there are support groups out there.... 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/111666824.html#comment-110780180
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/111694839.html#comment-110343982
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/111666889.html#comment-109989956
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/111631889.html#comment-109603935
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/111286919.html#comment-106818150
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/111286919.html#comment-106511860
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on Bomb threat at police station - Bainbridge Island Review 8 months ago 

Actually, if you look at the photo you will see that it only shows two city cops (the chief and commander). From the budget, the 

chief makes a max. of $138k a year and the commander a max. of $124k a year. The other two are wearing the uniforms of 

the fire department and the state patrol. I also noted that BornOnBI is incorrect in that he stated the maximum salary and not 

the minimum officer salary.  

 

Although it clearly did not work in this instance, I am not willing to make the huge assumptions noted above regarding specific 

features of the detector device. Nor do I subscribe to the conspiracy theory of BornOnBI's second paragraph.  

 

We pay our emergency responders to assume & work through worse case scenarios, regardless of whether some think it 

similar to a Matt Groening production. Common sense should rule as well. From the news, the woman's story about this Sentry 

safe makes no sense to me. I would look at this person & what type of background she has. 

on Bomb threat at police station - Bainbridge Island Review 8 months ago 

Looks like the cop's magic wand is broken. I wonder if the whole situation was exacerbated out of proportion by the faulty 

results of this detection wand? 

on BITV: Station helps people connect with island | Letters | Nov. 26 - Bainbridge Island Review 8 months ago 

"Once the election is over, I am fairly certain all the "silly squabbles" will subside." 

on Council's budget cuts irk arts community - Bainbridge Island Review 9 months ago 

I listened to the presenters last week at the council meeting and admit that I don't understand some of the arguments made for 

retaining the non-essential city expeditures. The arts leaders claim that they generate revenue and in fact, claimed that the 

island arts was a $9,000,000.00 a year industry. That being the case, are you telling me that the loss of a few hundred 

thousand tax dollars will torpedo that yearly multi-million dollar industry? I have yet to see any type of recent, professional & 

industry standard report that substantiates this 9 million dollar industry claim. The arts will survive, this is no death knell. If the 

arts are truly are valuable & cherished by the vast majority of islanders, the arts will surely survive. If not, then should the 

government have been throwing so much funding at it to begin with? 

on Whited Place business is not properly zoned | Letters | Oct. 29 - Bainbridge Island Review 9 months ago 

Liz,  

 

If current city & county laws allow the business, then you & your neighbors should work to change the law if you wish. 

Otherwise, I would suggest you & your neighbors file a legal action to enforce your civil law protective covenants. The city 

legally cannot (and should not anyway) enforce these civil law issues. 

on Council narrows budget gap with flurry of motions - Bainbridge Island Review 9 months ago 

They are making big cuts and putting a hefty sum in reserves because they have no choice. The city has received a poor 

credit rating and is on Moody's Credit Watch. That makes it impossible for the city to get loans & lines of credit. There are 

some fairly large bills coming due in 2011. The city needs to get about 2.4 million in reserves to get off the credit watch & be 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/111003464.html#comment-105892891
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/111003464.html#comment-104969559
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/110468234.html#comment-104582979
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/106151198.html#comment-91843149
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/106334293.html#comment-91838477
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/105485428.html#comment-91100072
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eligible to procure loans. Hence the use of a broad sword on non-essential services. Had they shown the fiscal restraint 

towards funding non-essential services in the past, perhaps the sense of entitlement and dispair wouldn't be so much. 

on Municipal Court's move to Poulsbo a probability - Bainbridge Island Review 9 months ago 

I agree with you Robert about supporting the majority of the recent council decisions. However, their motivation is more 

concrete lately. With the Moody's rating and being put on Credit Watch, the city has got its back up against a wall. There are a 

few hefty loans & bills coming due next year. The city cannot get loans (especially ones with a reasonable interest rate) unless 

they have over two million dollars in reserve accounts. The credit issues subside once they reach that reserve amount. If not 

for the credit issue, I seriously doubt you would be seeing the type & level of budget cuts that have happened this budget 

cycle. They had no choice. 

on Liveaboard lifestyle threatened - Bainbridge Island Review 9 months ago 

Those "sane years" in which you espouse are the very same years that our local government financially ruined our city. As a 

result of those years, we now will no longer have a local court, we are on Moody's Credit Watch, were forced to eliminate 

funding for the arts & human services, and can't even get a car loan! Reckless & out of control spending and unsustainable 

decisions were made. I think the liveaboards need to follow the law, just like the rest of us. If they can't or won't, then they 

should go somewhere without laws or a government presence. I could care less if they want to live on a boat (where it is legal 

to do so). Just don't require me to foot the bill for that or take on their fair share with my tax money. 

on Council acts to reduce judge's workload, salary - Bainbridge Island Review 9 months ago 

 

Bob, let me see if I am following your logic:  

 

The majority of islanders rarely visit city hall to get a planning permit, or for that matter- most islanders simply don‟t visit city 

hall. Islanders rarely go to public works to get sandbags or gravel to fill potholes (which you are allowed to do). Most islanders 

rarely go to the police station to get their fingerprints taken to get a job as a teacher or child care worker, or apply for a 

concealed weapon permit. What amount of cost would you apply to those that do travel to those locations for services? Since 

the budget for other city departments is many times over that of the court, perhaps $5,000 per person per planning 

application? $10,000 per person to get a concealed weapons permit or fingerprint card? How „bout those sandbags- $20,000 

per sandbag?  

 

Perhaps we should pay a retired hippy $1,000 a month to hold court in his backyard yurt?  

 

The running of any government is not a business model in which to goal is to be profitable and make money. Any government 

costs money to run and costs money to provide services. Processing cases through a municipal court is the cost of doing 

business. If we don't like it, I would suggest that we dissolve the city government and go back to the county. Although it would 

not change the fact that it still costs to provide services, at least it would be one less layer of government to pay for. Is that 

what you want?  

 

We don‟t live in the City of Poulsbo. If I wanted to travel to another city for government services I would just move there. The 

court (like other island government services) belongs on the island. One can use stats to make any side of an argument. This 

relocating of a branch of government cannot be based on stat games or personal or political agendas. 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/105483938.html#comment-89154648
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/104986139.html#comment-89099673
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/105386663.html#comment-88655225
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on Why no staff cuts for police department? | Letters | Oct. 15 - Bainbridge Island Review 10 months ago 

Fritz,  

 

Although never really made public, the police department HAS lost employees over the last few years. A patrol officer and a 

lieutenant position were eliminated to create the commander position. An officer retired in 2008 and his position was never 

filled. A full-time parking officer was laid off. You actually have less officers providing direct services to you today than you did 

ten years ago. We no longer have an officer at the drug task force, no longer have an officer assigned to the schools, etc.. 

on Why no staff cuts for police department? | Letters | Oct. 15 - Bainbridge Island Review 10 months ago 

Fritz,  

 

Although never really made public, the police department HAS lost employees over the last few years. A patrol officer and a 

lieutenant position were eliminated to create the commander position. An officer retired in 2008 and his position was never 

filled. A full-time parking officer was laid off. You actually have less officers providing direct services to you today than you did 

ten years ago. We no longer have an officer at the drug task force, no longer have an officer assigned to the schools, etc.. 

on Scales favors holding court in Poulsbo - Bainbridge Island Review 10 months ago 

 

I'll throw this in the mix under the category of "take it for what its worth". Several people have made note that perhaps this 

whole getting rid of our island court has more to do with political or personal motivation that what is best for the community. 

Some feel that perhaps a couple council members are trying to reap retribution on Judge Carruthers as a direct result of her 

husband's Winslow Gateway construction project. I do know that a couple of council members that are trying to ramrod this 

moving of the court down the community's throat are also heavily involved/favored by the same folks that are against Bill 

Carruthers. Again, if true it is not the main motivator but it does make one wonder.  

on Olsen helped stop car tax proposal | Letters | Oct. 15 - Bainbridge Island Review 10 months ago 

I don't know as if I would call it a "victory", but it is definitely a good start! 

on Scales favors holding court in Poulsbo - Bainbridge Island Review 10 months ago 

The island residents clearly take exception and strongly disagree with moving the court. Many, many good points & arguments 

were made for keeping our island court on the island. Not one person spoke out in favor of moving the court. First of all, the 

island court belongs on the island. Secondly, it will cost more, especially during the first year to move the court to Poulsbo. 

Lastly, there is a loss to the community, some of which is financial and some that is intangible. Myself and all of my neighbors 

want the island court to remain on the island, plain & simple. I do not want my island tax money to go towards helping Poulsbo 

pay the rent on their new city hall while cutting off one of the most basic of government services to island residents.  

 

What is the motivation on behalf of some council members? Why are they expending all this time, effort and MONEY on this 

whimsical exercise in trying to get rid of our island court? For goodness sake- it is the smallest department in the city, both in 

terms of budget and tax expenditure? Why?  

 

I found it interesting some of the comments of former council member and Mayor Andy Maron made. As he clearly pointed out, 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/105050594.html#comment-88083833
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/105050594.html#comment-88083833
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/104578419.html#comment-88078919
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/105051914.html#comment-87344082
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/104578419.html#comment-87075279
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Bob Scales was absolutely wrong in some of what he puts forth as ”facts” in his written argument for moving the island court to 

Poulsbo. To make it even more interesting, consider this: Dave McCoy made a written report dated September 13, 2010 with 

his Court Co-location Analysis. This is the report in which facts and costs are laid out and is what the council uses to make 

their decision. After that report was submitted, I am told that Bob Scales sent an email to Mr. McCoy asking for changes to the 

report. This is a report that was supposed to be unbiased and a true representation of facts. Well, guess what? After Mr. 

Scales contacting McCoy, the report got changed and some of the facts and costs were altered. The report was relabeled, 

dated October 6, 2010 and was presented at the council meeting that night. Along with Mr. Scales own argument for moving 

the court off the island. 

on City cuts community service funding out of budget - Bainbridge Island Review 10 months ago 

 

FINALLY!!! This is an excellent, common sense, council decision. Grateful kudos to Bob, Kirsten, Hilary, & Barry! Bill, Kim & 

Debbi (voting & commenting just like her mother-in-law Debby Vancil) do not speak for the majority of the island. Mr. Scales 

puts the situation in the right light with his comments. The minority three still does not get it. Nor do they understand the 

difference between what is an essential and what is a non-essential government service. Their attitude does not reflect all the 

puffery and hyperbole they threw about the last several months of “changing the way we do business”. To them, that 

apparently means firing everyone that works for the city, farming out city services and continue spending tax money on non-

essential services.  

 

The true test of will for the council majority will be to continue to do the right thing and withstand the eminent onslaught of the 

arts & “cultural element” that will surely descend on the council like a biblical plague. I am told that Kim Brackett went straight 

to Bill Knobloch‟s house after the council meeting. No doubt to commiserate and plan the attack to try & sway or undo the 

council decisions.  

 

Stay strong council majority, you have the support of the vast majority of the citizens behind you! Thank you again! 

on Islanders charged with burglary, drug trafficking - Bainbridge Island Review 10 months ago 

Good job BIPD!!! 

on Bainbridge, Poulsbo move closer to shared court - Bainbridge Island Review 10 months ago 

The only party that benefits from moving our city court to Poulsbo is- the City of Poulsbo! For the sake of discussion, let us 

forget about all the non-financial reasons for moving and take a look at just the cost to the taxpayers. The city‟s own estimates 

for just the first year costs for moving our court off the island is $170,000 on the low end to an upper end estimate of $236,000 

That includes all the additional costs of moving and 1st year lease payments. The city‟s estimates of remaining in place on the 

island range from $45,000 to $47,000 for the same time period. Those figures alone should give anyone pause to question this 

maneuver. Plus, Kitsap County can take over the space that Bainbridge is looking to occupy at any time! The county retains 

the legal option to do this since they paid over a million dollars to Poulsbo for the building costs.  

 

Here is just a partial list of what every islander WILL LOSE if the council gets rid of our island community court; no more 

YWCA domestic violence advocate program, no more passport services, loss of easy access for islanders to get protection or 

restraining orders, citizens must travel to another city to contest or pay fines, limited parking for court once you do get to 

Poulsbo, the loss of ready availability of the judge to issue emergency orders, and increased budget expenditures placing us 

further in debt and still unable to get a car loan from the state.  

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/104901239.html#comment-86732603
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/104296514.html#comment-84728075
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/103093489.html#comment-82704346
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The only one that benefits is the City of Poulsbo‟s budget revenue. Why does Bainbridge continue to lay off employees and 

make desperate budget reductions yet seem more than willing to throw hundreds of thousands of dollars away with nothing to 

show? Ask your council member that question and see what they tell you.  

on Judge wants court to remain on Bainbridge - Bainbridge Island Review 10 months ago 

The only party that benefits from moving our city court to Poulsbo is- the City of Poulsbo! For the sake of discussion, let us 

forget about all the non-financial reasons for moving and take a look at just the cost to the taxpayers. The city‟s own estimates 

for just the first year costs for moving our court off the island is $170,000 on the low end to an upper end estimate of $236,000 

That includes all the additional costs of moving and 1st year lease payments. The city‟s estimates of remaining in place on the 

island range from $45,000 to $47,000 for the same time period. Those figures alone should give anyone pause to question this 

maneuver. Plus, Kitsap County can take over the space that Bainbridge is looking to occupy at any time! The county retains 

the legal option to do this since they paid over a million dollars to Poulsbo for the building costs.  

 

Here is just a partial list of what every islander WILL LOSE if the council gets rid of our island community court; no more 

YWCA domestic violence advocate program, no more passport services, loss of easy access for islanders to get protection or 

restraining orders, citizens must travel to another city to contest or pay fines, limited parking for court once you do get to 

Poulsbo, the loss of ready availability of the judge to issue emergency orders, and increased budget expenditures placing us 

further in debt and still unable to get a car loan from the state.  

 

The only one that benefits is the City of Poulsbo‟s budget revenue. Why does Bainbridge continue to lay off employees and 

make desperate budget reductions yet seem more than willing to throw hundreds of thousands of dollars away with nothing to 

show? Ask your council member that question and see what they tell you.  

on Council’s pace quickens as more dilemmas surface | Our Opinion | Sept. 24 - Bainbridge Island Review 10 months ago 

I wonder... at what point do the problems stop being "inherited"? 

on Police officer to receive award for saving life - Bainbridge Island Review 11 months ago 

I believe I follow what you are saying. I also believe the concept of "team" and "partnership" is lost on you. The city should 

direct their police organization from a position of leadership, not as simply administrators or managers. Both officers should be 

commended for their actions. Basic leadership principles. 

on Police officer to receive award for saving life - Bainbridge Island Review 11 months ago 

Too bad only half the team that went above and beyond the call gets the recognition. 

on Police officer to receive award for saving life - Bainbridge Island Review 11 months ago 

Have seen this story here in the Review twice. Why is only one officer being recognized & given an award? From all the 

stories in this paper and the Sun, it was two PARTNERS working together as part of a TEAM. If it was a single cop working 

alone, I could see the single cop being recognized. This event appears to have been a team effort. We don't even know the 

partner's name! I think it is poor form and even hurtful to recognize only one partner and not the other. Whoever the partner 

was- THANK YOU! Hopefully the city will pull their head out and thank you as well. 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/104118659.html#comment-82700420
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/103753219.html#comment-80868424
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/103093814.html#comment-79597993
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/103093814.html#comment-79344002
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/103093814.html#comment-79324083
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on Winslow Way gets greenlight - Bainbridge Island Review 11 months ago 

I cringe every time Keenan comes up to speak at council meetings. Never a pleasant experience. Always a negative, “look at 

me”, agenda driven, process. I tend to believe that much (if not all) her drivel is heavily over-blown. She & her husband 

generate a swath of lawsuits & court cases wherever they live. Take a look at the state courts web site and you will see the 

sheer number of courts cases associated with them. Ms. Keenan has twenty court cases & Mr. Gander has twenty-six. These 

cases cover five different counties. Why some council members give her any thought at all is beyond me. She has no more 

say in any process than any other island resident. Most people could give a hoot less what Keenan‟s latest escapade is. 

Thank goodness her wish to be on the council was soundly rejected by the voters. That in itself should tell the present council 

members something. 

on WSF, city continue talks involving waterfront property - Bainbridge Island Review 11 months ago 

COBI has absolutely no $ to do anything with land, no $ for permitting, no $ for construction, nothing-zip. Plus the best case 

scenario gives the city 20 years tops to go from nothing but an asphalt lot to packing it in and calling it quits. The council will 

likely take the money & run. And that will be like throwing a bag of rock cocaine at a crack addict. Some responsible adult will 

have to oversee how the $ is kept & spent, otherwise I can easily see the money going to pay bills, fund non-profits/the arts, 

etc. 

on Cuts loom as council pushes for reserves - Bainbridge Island Review 11 months ago 

Apparently Bainbridge Island is flush with money for their police force. On their city web site it lists the creation of a new police 

management position and have already filled it. They now have a chief, commander and four lieutenants. This amounts to over 

$740,000 a year on a conservative estimate of salary & benefits for just police management. With overtime costs, it likely 

pushes that number closer to a million dollars. Why does the island need such excessive police management & the costs that 

go with it? 

on City considering employee buyouts - Bainbridge Island Review 11 months ago 

I would be interested in the references/citations from which you make your claims. 

on City considering employee buyouts - Bainbridge Island Review 11 months ago 

If the city wanted to save an easy $125,000 they could eliminate the new police commander position. It isn't a union job, so it 

would be even easier to eliminate. They want people to leave city employment supposedly to help with a money crisis. Yet 

they create a new position in the police department that will cost the taxpayer over $125 thousand in general tax dollars every 

year. In the entire history of the city they only had a deputy chief for two years. It is unnecessary, expensive, and does 

absolutely nothing to increase the help you receive when you call 911. Calling the same job a “commander” instead of a 

deputy chief does not change the fact that it is an expensive, “nice to have” city position. The city would have been better 

served having an additional police officer to actually answer 911 calls and do police work. That would have also cost the city 

tens of thousands of dollars less. But hey, even with the chief & the commander they still have four or five lieutenants. Can 

never have too many managers making management pay. 

on Sailor experiences unexpected adventure on island - Bainbridge Island Review 11 months ago 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/103093364.html#comment-78956210
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/102582989.html#comment-76939062
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/102106829.html#comment-75557741
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/101491554.html#comment-73239101
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/101491554.html#comment-71903455
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/101178024.html#comment-71035860
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No, you're not a "bleeding heart liberal" because of what you wrote. You are (as Bugs Bunny would say), an ultra maroon. 

Perhaps a bit of info gathering and facts would help your slamming diatribe. 

on Rolfes takes early lead in 23rd District - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

In looking at the public disclosure website, it appears that (other than immediate family) 19 people have given money to Mr. 

Olsen's campaign, of that 4 are from out of state, 5 from off the island, and the remaining 10 are islanders. The folks listed as 

islanders contributing are (and bear with me as Mr. Olsen doesn't type his reports & his penmanship is hard to read): Dennis 

Reynolds, Tom Hemphill, Curtis Winston, Mike Logan, Phil McCrudden, Sam Nichols, Charles Prather, James Bleecher, 

Charles Runther, and Michael Milburn. If I mispelled a name I apologize. John, if you are curious about his stated sign 

expenses, that is listed also on the PDC web site. 

 on Rolfes takes early lead in 23rd District - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

In looking at the public disclosure website, it appears that (other than immediate family) 19 people have given money to Mr. 

Olsen's campaign, of that 4 are from out of state, 5 from off the island, and the remaining 10 are islanders. The folks listed as 

islanders contributing are (and bear with me as Mr. Olsen doesn't type his reports & his penmanship is hard to read): Dennis 

Reynolds, Tom Hemphill, Curtis Winston, Mike Logan, Phil McCrudden, Sam Nichols, Charles Prather, James Bleecher, 

Charles Runther, and Michael Milburn. If I mispelled a name I apologize. John, if you are curious about his stated sign 

expenses, that is listed also on the PDC web site. 

a comment by BKnobloch on Council critical of staff's handling of money - Bainbridge Island Review last year  

“As one of those council members you are criticizing, I would wonder how you would react if one 

of your clients gave you monthly reports showing a positive cash position of over a million dollars and then at the 

last minute said opps.......... it really is 78 K? The council read the monthly reports and were not given the number 

that appeared at the mid year review. That final number did not appear anywhere in the previous monthly reports. 

We [council] were very clear back in March about how much money we wanted in the reserves [both contingency 

and emergency]. Those policies were part of the financial resolutions that city administration were very familiar 

with from previous council actions that delineated how council wanted to manage tax payer money. 

Misinformation continues to give the community mixed signals. The public record will show the real facts of 

concerning our present financial situation. Respectfully, Bill” 

on Finance director Konkel to leave the city - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Konkel should be fired for cause, anything else puts the city on the hook for thousands of dollars in a contractual “golden 

handshake.” I believe the city directors get 6 months pay, cash out of leave balances, etc… Easily $50k to $75k in tax money 

thrown out the window if Konkel is let go without cause. Pretty much sucks dry that $78k in year-end savings account if Konkel 

is paid to leave city employment. Ms. Bauer still has at least one other Finance Manager to replace if she truly wants to clean 

house. 

on Council critical of staff's handling of money - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/100957714.html#comment-70235845
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/100957714.html#comment-70235845
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/100073209.html#comment-69684087
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/100073209.html
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/100402039.html#comment-67743663
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/100073209.html#comment-67406911
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This is not the first time that Konkel claimed “misunderstanding” when finances didn‟t pan out as planned. I don‟t care if Konkel 

is an accounting extraordinaire, he absolutely sucks when it comes to communication and city leadership. Although in the past 

I have not been a fan of some council decisions, I am behind the council 100% on this one. I was at the meetings when the 

deliberation and cuts took place. It was crystal clear what the council wanted as a result of the cuts they made. Konkel is 

misrepresenting or spinning things if he now claims otherwise. You can watch the video from BITV and see for yourself. 

 

How can a million dollars in cuts do nothing except “pay the bills?” Are you telling me that the city budget was a million dollars 

in the red when they passed it a scant 2-3 months earlier than the cuts? Why did the council not hear immediately from Konkel 

when it was clear that their policy was not going to be followed? Why does the Finance Dept. never seem to provide “heads 

up” information or advice/solutions to problems? 

 

Ms. Bauer needs to immediately fire Mr. Konkel and replace him with someone that knows how to communicate & offers 

constructive advice to the council. She should also consider replacing their Accounting Manager- Karl Shaw. If Ms. Bauer 

won‟t take corrective actions, then the council needs to do it. Nothing is going to change in this city‟s Finance Department until 

there IS change. These two finance employees have been there for years and years. The city is not going to be getting any 

different work product from them. The council is trying to make good decisions but can‟t do that without sound financial 

information. You aren‟t going to be getting that from the current Konkel/Shaw team. 

on Does it really cost $85,000 per teacher? | Letters | July 30 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

The benefit packages (health/dental/vison, etc) usually run somewhere in the neighborhood of 30% on top of salary costs. If it 

includes benefits, that $85k is pretty cheap expenditures for a teaching position. I don't think it is out of line at all. Capital 

expenses is where one should look for spending that might be considered excessive, especially the costs & long-term 

financing. 

on City union employees approve a one-year contract extension - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Why was Bill Knobloch the only one to vote against the police contract? He really didn't articulate a reason, he just rambled on 

about arbitration being in the contract and not knowing how it works. I am simply amazed that he has approved & been on 

council for at least 3 or maybe 4 police contract negotiations, yet now claims to be ignorant about how arbitration works? It is a 

state law for public safety workers (fire & law enforcement) and not a contractual issue. How can he not know that? Based on 

his public comments the last few years, I suspect that his vote had nothing to do with not understanding basic collective 

bargaining laws, but rather a bias against the police department. Your colors are showing, Bill. We elect our officials to act as 

adults and in the best interest of the city. If there are petty differences, work it out for goodness sake! 

on Budget survey asks citizens to rank their priorities | Letters | July 23 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Two thoughts come to mind here: 

 

1) Thank you Mr. Knobloch for soliciting the public's input, much appreciated. 

 

2) Essential goverment services (those mandated by law for the city to deliver) are not up for a popular vote. The council 

should fund those essential services, then and only then, consider spending tax money on the "nice to have" or "want to have" 

issues. You don't run city services based on a popularity-based internet vote. If any results of this survey are to be used, it 

should be used after the city meets its legal mandates for essential services. Ie. roads, public safety, infrastructure should be 

the priority, not what some folks lobby for. 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/99656509.html#comment-65609114
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/99504949.html#comment-65315783
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/99119154.html#comment-63972079
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on City’s next budget will go back to basics | In Our Opinion | July 16 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

A good portion of the council will certainly waiver and likely back away from the “return to basics” that seems to be the popular 

phrase now at council meetings when it comes time to distribute the tax money to various community organizations. I believe 

that it was Brackett that stated that the council should fund groups or projects that the “community values” just as much as 

core/essential services. Once you step away from the legally-mandated city services (the essential government services) then 

you start to run into trouble. Exactly which portion of the community are some council members listening to? Does a vocal 

minority really represent the majority of us? If the council really does stick to funding the essentials first, then the majority of us 

will all be better off.  

 

No one is going to step forward to pay for essential government services. The city is the only funding source for those 

services. There ARE alternate funding sources for the “cultural enrichment” or Arts & Humanities programs. If those programs 

have to survive with less income from the city, then that‟s the way it needs to be until the city is flush with money (whenever 

that may be). Time will tell if the council is serious or not and quite a few of us are watching.  

on Living deep in Bainbridge Island’s enemy territory | Letters | July 9 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I can't remember- Is it: "If you aren't a liberal when you are young, you don't have a heart. If you aren't a conservative when 

you are older, you don't have a brain." Or was it the other way around?  

 

Or you could just stay a Libertarian (a republican that smokes weed).  

 

I applaud the young man for taking an early interest in things politics & willing to put his views out there, regardless whether I 

agree or not. 

on City has an obligation to honor John Nelson’s wish | Letters | July 9 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

If the city & the proponents of "Cannery Cove" intended to truly honor Mr. Nelson, they would have named the park "John 

Nelson" park and indeed made it a functional use park. It really is all about the money. As in most things (but especially 

government) the money trail tells the tale. 

on City accomplishes a ‘coup’ with hiring of new attorney - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Sooooo, did Walton misrepresent or outright lie? Because right now it looks like the public statements made by Walton and 

some council members was less than truthful regarding terminating McMurray and contracting out legal services. I can't 

imagine much has changed with regards to the cost of legal services whether it be contracted or in-house. So now McMurray 

is working for a private law firm and banked his six month severence package from the city. 

on Citizens plant vegetables, new idea at Bainbridge City Hall - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

These veggies should grow easily & with great vigor. Being so close to the council chambers there will be a never-ending 

supply of fresh fertilizer. 

on Council still divided on open-water marina - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/98615999.html#comment-63056843
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/98128009.html#comment-61443239
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/98127844.html#comment-61363960
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/97116549.html#comment-58538470
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/lifestyle/95575229.html#comment-55027171
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/95067634.html#comment-53262860
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I am steadfastly for equal rights for all and not special rights for some. You follow what the law states, if you don't like the law 

then work towards changing it. In the meantime you follow the law. The city needs to decide to either pay out the $ or not. 

Frankly, I don't see the harbor liveaboards as any different legally than a transient living in a state park out of a tent or VW van. 

on City asks KPUD to study taking over water system - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

You'd think the council would just have the city attorney research & advise them of what they can legally do. Oh, wait, never 

mind.... 

on Council narrows manager search down to one candidate - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Point well taken & it does have merit. From what I have seen so far, I am not entirely confident that our government has 

moved away from a "strong mayor" type of office. Mr. Scales seems to be able to easily push through his agendas and 

seemingly has at least two councilmembers lock-step with him on most issues. One member has a pretty good learning curve 

ahead of her and right now she seems easily swayed by Scales & Co. Another council member seems pretty centered and I 

am impressed with her reasoning on most issues. The last two members are pretty stable with the track record they have had 

the last couple of years.  

 

I just think that Scales probably has another Seattle-ite friend that he favors for city manager. He already brought a past 

Seattle city friend in to throw a bone for a several thousand dollar unbid contract. That appears to have been tabled for a bit, 

but it establishes the beginnings of a trend.  

 

We shall see, hoping for the best actually... 

on Council narrows manager search down to one candidate - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I don't know how Walton can look anyone in the eye and call this an "extensive search". I don't believe there was any 

nationwide recruiting service used, no advertising, etc. It appears this method was primarily word of mouth and a few in our 

city government seeking out a few people that they like and courted them. Considering the current council dynamics, I would 

not be at all surprised if the next city manager came from Seattle or King County government. 

on Bainbridge School District lays off teachers; foundation gets to work - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Regardless of District decison making/priorities, I am very supportive of this type of private fundraising. If folks wish to, they 

can give. Much better than a tax or a gifting of public money. 

on City attorney resigns - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I agree that Paul performed most of the more mundane legal tasks that many do not see or even appreciate. He even filed 

initial notice of appearances for most suits filed against the city. What he did not do is most of the actual legal work and in-

court representation of the city for the significant filings. That was handed off to outside firms, mostly to insurance contract 

firms such as Keating, Bucklin & McCormack. . Even a lot of labor issues were given to the Summit Law Group. I think he was 

a nice, affable person. I can imagine the legal backlog that would quickly grow on the island if not dealt with quickly. He 

probably went from fire to fire, trying to stomp out what he could. “I want to spend more time with my family”, “exploring other 

opportunities”, “this place sucks”, or you name it, the fact is he is leaving rather abruptly with a minimum two week notice.  

 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/94539274.html#comment-51555448
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/94338869.html#comment-51304267
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/94338869.html#comment-51224420
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/93729129.html#comment-50549278
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/93326914.html#comment-49969117
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If the city attorney position is vacant, why is the city still retaining the city attorney‟s legal assistant? A paralegal cannot give 

legal advice, sign legal documents, represent the city in court proceedings, etc. We do not need to spend over $100,000 a 

year for a staff support position. Inslee, Best has a slew of legal assistants. 

on Art museum skeptic turns supporter | Letters | May 7 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I believe that Amy is a local artist that sells her wares on eBay & the Indie Banditas Bazaar. On her blog she lists her 

occupation as "full time artist". She used to be the education coordinator for the Houston Center for Contemporary Craft, a 

non-profit art center in Texas. 

on City attorney resigns - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I am not aware of McMurray actually representing the city in court for any lawsuits. I believe that they were all farmed out to 

other law firms. It seems that all he did was answer questions during council meetings, draft ordinances, review some public 

disclosure requests, answer staff questions on various HR related issues. For the really serious legal manuvering the city 

contracted out to others. For the type of atmosphere that the island currently has, the council needs to decide if they want to 

"do it all" themselves, contract it out, or maintain the status quo.  

 

Without changing the way they do business, simply hiring an in-house attorney has not saved them any money. In fact, it likely 

has cost them more in the long run. Because they also hired a legal assistant, provide two offices, supplies, etc. The city 

needs to be transparant, not play favorites, and meet with those with grievances & try to arbitrate a resolution. This will not 

make the crazies or the nuisance lawsuits go away, but it is a start. 

on City attorney resigns - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I am not aware of McMurray actually representing the city in court for any lawsuits. I believe that they were all farmed out to 

other law firms. It seems that all he did was answer questions during council meetings, draft ordinances, review some public 

disclosure requests, answer staff questions on various HR related issues. For the really serious legal manuvering the city 

contracted out to others. For the type of atmosphere that the island currently has, the council needs to decide if they want to 

"do it all" themselves, contract it out, or maintain the status quo.  

 

Without changing the way they do business, simply hiring an in-house attorney has not saved them any money. In fact, it likely 

has cost them more in the long run. Because they also hired a legal assistant, provide two offices, supplies, etc. The city 

needs to be transparant, not play favorites, and meet with those with grievances & try to arbitrate a resolution. This will not 

make the crazies or the nuisance lawsuits go away, but it is a start. 

on Children need to have more respect | Letters | May 7 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Cate,  

Would you please run for city council? 

on Downtown property owners hesitant to contribute contingency funds to Winslow Way reconstruction - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Not only has the RPA lawsuit effectively blocked the WW project but;  

 

1) The city was turned down by the State Treasurer‟s office for a low-interest loan to purchase replacement police cars. The 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/93022854.html#comment-49900619
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/93326914.html#comment-49893927
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/93326914.html#comment-49893927
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/93023719.html#comment-49062476
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/91920594.html#comment-46545953
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state said that they were concerned with the low level of the General Fund balance & the RPA potential claims on that balance 

as a result of the RPA lawsuit. The city now has to spend much more tax money by being forced to go through Ford Motor 

Credit or similar higher interest funding.  

 

2) The current RPA legal challenges now have the city‟s back against the wall on the interfund loan with the utilities. The city is 

forced into now getting a loan extension to repay the utilities.  

on Bainbridge, Poulsbo may share court facilities - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I do not agree with moving our court to another city at all. Do we now expect people to go to another city to get court orders, 

passports, attend trials, contest tickets? Our high school students attend court hearings to observe and report on how the 

justice system works. Are we now going to require our students to travel to another city (which will require them to be driven by 

parents, take a sketchy bus schedule, or drive themselves?)  

 

Are we going to have our police travel to another city to testify, get warrants or respond to the judge sentencing people to jail? 

That will cost the city more in fuel, vehicle maintenance & salaries. Will the island cops have to travel to another city‟s 

courthouse to take people to jail & back? Or are we going to pay the Poulsbo cops to do that for us? Either way- it cost us 

money.  

 

The council has never been under any “pressure” to construct a new court or relocate the present "inadequate" facility. 

Otherwise I would think their heads would have exploded by now, after twenty years of “pressure”. Only now, in an economic 

downturn, has the council even shown much concern for an inadequate facility. Bogus concern does not count.  

 

I will agree that 6 full time FTE does seem high with the comparables that you mentioned. I can‟t imagine that the island has 

such a high case load that they need 6 full timers to get the part-time court job done. Lay off 1 or 2 and that would solve the 

issue. Or better yet, not waste millions on non-essential services and spend it first on things like the courts, roads and police.  

on Bainbridge, Poulsbo may share court facilities - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Some of the Bainbridge council is not being entirely honest. Up until this meeting, it was all about cutting services & 

contracting out, all in an effort to save money. I found it startling that the council is now taking the stance that this move with 

the court is all in the interest of safety and inadequate facilities. Bob Scales is being two-faced in his claims. I will say that Bill 

Knobloch has stated his concerns about the current courthouse in the past. However, they both (along with Brackett) have 

repeatedly stated that the purpose for getting rid of the court was to save money. It makes absolutely no sense, financial or 

otherwise to simply “share” facilities with Poulsbo.  

 

Getting rid of our local court is unacceptable. If the council can‟t manage the money well enough to provide an adequate 

essential service, we might just as well seek to unincorporate and go back to being mostly run by the county. The council 

hasn‟t moved forward in 20 years to build a real court or police station because it wasn‟t as high a priority to them as funding 

millions of dollars over those same years to the arts & humanities.  

 

Suck it up and do what‟s right on your own real estate, or pack your bags & let three commissioners run most of the island.  

a comment by bbrown0101 on Memorial immortalizes Japanese population's struggles - Bainbridge Island Review last year  

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/89734027.html#comment-42909277
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/89734027.html#comment-42769419
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“What aspect of the bedrock principle of US citizenship does Olson not fully understand? It is as 

sacrosanct as the dedication and sacrifice paid by those who served so honorably. Once he and anyone else 

starts to marginalize any fellow citizen because of something immutable like family heritage or worse, one's race, 

the principles -- defended by our military -- that make this country great begin to tatter and fray at the edges. 

Olson is at best, well intentioned but misguided and at worst, a racist cowering behind the refuge of scoundrels, 

patriotism.” 

a comment by jonquitslund on Memorial immortalizes Japanese population's struggles - Bainbridge Island Review last year  

“No story about the Japanese-American experience on Bainbridge would be complete without a 

comment by "admirals." But his voice, that of a one-man special-interest group, should never offer the last word 

on this subject. In response to his call to "remember the history correctly," let me suggest that whenever individual 

and family-based memories are involved, there is no "correct" account of a historical event. All who were not 

involved in the experience of relocation and internment have much to learn from historians' accounts, and from 

the names and memories of those who were directly involved. Just as there are lessons to be drawn from the 

whole story of the war in the Pacific and its massive impact on our nation in the war years and afterwards, there 

are lessons to be drawn from its impact on ethnic groups and specific communities. And saying that any group 

"wants all of WWII misery to pivot on their story" is a gross misrepresentation of the motives that have been at 

work, for many years now, making this memorial a reality.” 

on Boadband service should go elsewhere | Letters | March 26 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Wow, if ever I had forgotten why we breathed a sign of relief when you left & moaned when you (briefly) wanted to run again, 

all I had to do was read your comment.  

 

I also agree with Mr. Lacy. City government has higher priorities to worry about. If some community group thinks it a high 

priority above many of the others out there, and wants to take it on, more power to them. 

on Ratepayer Alliance refiles suit against city - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I would be interested to see the bid or cost/benefit analysis for PUD taking over the water system. If PUD can do the same job 

(or better) than the city for less cost, I say let them take it over.  

 

However, I do not believe they can legally take over both the water and the sewer system. It has to be one or the other. I 

believe their expertise is more to the water side.  

 

I am surprised that the press is not covering the council's proposed contracting of the Bainbridge court to Poulsbo's court. 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/89564897.html#comment-42413997
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/89564897.html
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There is a joint Bainbridge/Poulsbo council meeting coming up. I hope that the public takes notice and voices their opinion. To 

lose local control and convenience is a serious issue. Do you want victims and petitioners having to travel to Poulsbo to get 

court orders? Will a jury be made up of Bainbridge residents, or Poulsbo? Right now the Public Defender is a local Bainbridge 

attorney, will we lose that local facet as well? Will our police now have to travel to Poulsbo to go to court? 

on Ratepayer Alliance refiles suit against city - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I hope that the city charges every cent associated with Emperor Allen & Darth Adams to the city's utility funds. 

 on Ratepayer Alliance refiles suit against city - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I hope that the city charges every cent associated with Emperor Allen & Darth Adams to the city's utility funds. 

on Council wants to deliver results before asking voters to pass bonds - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

No one in my family will be voting for any city bond until the council "right-sizes" their spending priorities. The council priority 

should be spending for essential services. Maybe someday they will get it. 

on High winds cause power outage throughout Kitsap County - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Thank you, I appreciate your point of view. 

on High winds cause power outage throughout Kitsap County - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I disagree with you, therefore I am an ignorant idiot, yes? It is unfortunate that folks resort to that tactic when others disagree 

with them. You are obviously advocating a particular point of view & lobbying a specific goal. We shall have to simply disagree, 

and that is all right. I appreciate your point of view. 

on High winds cause power outage throughout Kitsap County - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I have done my homework. I would prefer to rely on the conclusions of the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, 

The National Cancer Institute, United Kingdom Childhood Cancer Study, the National Radiological Protection Board of Great 

Britain, the Health Council of the Netherlands, the National Academy of Sciences, the HCN, the National Institute of 

Environmental Health Sciences, International Agency for Research on Cancer, the California EMF Program, and the World 

Health Organization.  

 

All of these agencies over the last several years have published reports regarding EMF & power lines. After reviewing the 

findings, it is evident that the sky is not falling with regards to a safe, reliable electrical system that we all rely on. Realistic 

conservation efforting alone will not solve the problem. Electrical increases are hand-in-hand with growth and increases in 

population. We shall have to simply disagree, and that is all right. I appreciate your point of view.  

on High winds cause power outage throughout Kitsap County - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I find it interesting that people keep quoting the “Draper Report” as if it is conclusive and readily applicable to Bainbridge 

Island. The Draper Report was based on studies in the UK. What RaiseBI is failing to see is that the electrical grid in the UK is 

based on the European electrical distribution system, NOT on the North American distribution system that we use here. The 

Draper report is based solely on a 220volt 50Hz system whereas here on the island we use a 110volt 60Hz system. Also on 
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the island we tend to have a greater number of low-voltage, step-down transformers located close to customers' premises, a 

pole-mounted transformer may supply 1-3 houses. In the UK, a typical urban or suburban low-voltage substation would 

normally supply a whole neighborhood. The standard household electrical outlet in the UK packs a wallop of 220-240 volts, 

twice the standard household voltage in North America.  

 

You cannot simply read the Draper Report and then go all Chicken Little over what you read. I (and many of my neighbors) 

have already written PSE in support of their efforts to upgrade and maintain a reliable electrical system. Many folks depend on 

it for medical reasons and for business. Absolutely no amount of realistic conservation efforts is going to change the fact of 

growth & future power demands.  

on City budget cuts could be finalized this week - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Actually, all five current lieutenants earned an average of well over $100,000 each. That $85k each listed on the budget sheet 

does not include overtime. If you were to do a public disclosure request for the actual pay out to these five lieutenants, you 

would see one made about $114k in salary. Add in that additional benefit package worth $148,750, and you are almost at 

$650,000 for these five management FTE lieutenant positions. Add in the chief of police salary & benefits and you are now 

looking at almost $830,000 for just these six people! That is outrageous.  

 

The city needs to eliminate the vacant, unfilled & unfunded deputy chief position. Eliminate at least one lieutenant position, and 

forget about adding that additional layer of management & budget headache called a captain. If the city does those three 

things, it would save the tax payers an enormous amount of money. No other city of comparable size staffs & funds such a 

large management FTE in their police department.  

on City budget cuts could be finalized this week - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

This is not a reduction, but a budgetary INCREASE. For instance, there are currently six management FTE at the police 

department, the police chief & five lieutenants. They are adding an extra layer of management (captain) & promoting one 

lieutenant into that extra layer and increasing that person‟s salary. And that is it. How in the world by adding a salary & benefit 

increase to the budget are you saving money? There hasn‟t been a deputy chief for well over a year and that position 

effectively went away back then. We currently are paying zero dollars for that unfilled & vacant deputy chief slot. By eliminating 

a vacant & unfunded slot you are not saving any money my friends.  

 

I would encourage folks to speak up at tonight‟s meeting and let your council members know that we already have more 

management than is needed at the police department. Eliminate the vacant deputy chief, eliminate a lieutenant position, and 

forget about adding the expense of that extra layer of management of a captain. If the chief is truly concerned about growing 

his future replacement, he should be working with all his lieutenants and not adding an extra layer of management and putting 

all his eggs in one captain‟s basket.  

on Will water cure the city’s financial conundrum? | In Our Opinion | March 5 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Perhaps the city should contract out to the county & have the county commissioners run the city. That would save some real 

money in the city‟s real financial conundrum 

on Fund raiser helps four-legged friends | Letters | Feb. 26 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/86908857.html#comment-38931434
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Thank you for your thoughtful & hard work! We enjoyed the treats we had & the fun atmosphere. Looking forward to the next 

event. 

on City still hopeful it won't have to lay off employees - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

The city is currently paying zero dollars for the unfilled (but unfunded) positions. For instance, eliminating the deputy police 

chief position saves absolutely zero dollars from the budget. That position is not funded, vacant & unfilled, as it has been for 

over a year. We are not paying out any money for it now anyway. The whole idea that by eliminating the deputy chief slot, 

creating a new management position & calling it a "captain" by promoting a current lieutenant, then not filling the vacated 

lieutenant position- is nothing more than a shell game. The captain will have to be paid more than a lieutenant. Industry 

standards put it at between 5 to 10% more than the Lieutenant‟s pay. Since we aren‟t paying anything for that extra layer of 

management now, the council would be actually increasing the expenditures for police management.  

 

Look at any similar small department and you will see that Bainbridge is overstaffed with supervisors & middle management. 

With overtimes costs, the current lieutenants are paid (salary only) around $100,000 a year. Add in the benefits package and 

you are looking at a total cost of around $135,000 a year per lieutenant. And Bainbridge has five of them! The city does not 

need a deputy chief or captain. And they need to eliminate one of those $135k lieutenants. The thought of over a half-million 

tax dollars being paid for just these five folks is staggering.  

 

If the city sticks to Bob Scale‟s proposal to create a new captain position, it will in reality be adding to the tax burden of the city, 

not cutting it.  

 

If the council cuts, not “leaves vacant” the other positions that would also help future budgets as it takes away the ready ability 

of city administration being able to fill those vacant positions if the economy improves substantially. 

on Citizens make their voices heard at Gateway forum - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Now at 34% of the comments, the same two people once again spiraling the down the topic to the same old BITV &/or road 

sign issue...You two really need to get your own blog so you can just comment back and forth to your hearts content. Better 

yet, why don't you two just email each other? You can take your pot shots without repeatedly taking over the news topics. 

on Citizens make their voices heard at Gateway forum - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

You are certainly entitled to your opinion Rod, but just please do not purport to represent anyone other than yourself. 

on Marijuana legalization bill not likely to see light of day | Torrens Talk - North Kitsap Herald last year 

All you folks need to get & have your weed is go to Bainbridge Island. The city refuses to update their criminal laws and 

misdemeanor marijuana possession is currently legal on the island. The council and city lawyer do not believe it to be a priority 

and have so far declined to make personal amounts of marijuana illegal on the island. Don't even need a letter from your 

doctor! 

on Citizens make their voices heard at Gateway forum - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Rod Stevens needs to get a hobby that doesn‟t involve or cost the rest of us. I‟ll keep the less flattering comments to myself. It 

is interesting to point out that Rod‟s suggestions for what the council should do mirrors that of what Bob Scales presented at 
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last week‟s council workshop. Not sure which is wagging the dog. Here is a quote from Rod‟s blog efforting at the Kitsap 

Peninsula Business Journal reference the city:  

 

“This doesn‟t mean that we have to cut off supports for the arts and humanities or other social programs, but we need to find a 

way to pay for these. The obvious first steps involve combining our Court with Poulsbo or contracting it out to the county, 

getting rid of the Harbormaster, hiring part-time legal counsel, and radically downsizing the information technology 

department.”  

a comment by robertdashiell on Citizens make their voices heard at Gateway forum - Bainbridge Island Review last year  

“Bill Knobloch's idea that the City Council take on a greater role in "development inspection" is 

the LAST thing the City Council should be considering. 

 

It's not their role. They set city policy, control (????? ha, ha, ha, giggle giggle) city finances, and approve new 

laws. 

 

The city has a Planning Commission, a Design Review Board, and a city Planning Department. The Council 

approves all members of the Planning Commission and the Design Review Board. 

 

The City Council imposing itself as a forth layer of project decision making is NOT in the best interest of the city. 

They are paid to be policy makers, not development inspectors. 

 

 

 

” 

a comment by biartist on Citizens make their voices heard at Gateway forum - Bainbridge Island Review last year  

“I went to the meeting last night. I was quite pleased at how civil and positive the mood was both 

from supporters and opponents....until....Rod Stevens. This reporter was kind as to how he reported Stevens 

comments. In essence he publicly bashed the city workers asking our interim city manager to replace them. (That 

was when the audience hissed) His remarks felt uncontrolled, angry and counterproductive to the evening. 

Although I didn't stay till the very end ( I have heard it all before both from the opponents and supporters), 

Stevens comments took a couple steps back from what I felt was the beginning of some understanding for both 

sides.” 

on New options on the table for open-water marina - Bainbridge Island Review last year 
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I agree, it should be turned over to the state and that would be the end of the city's involvement & costs.  

 

Bob Scales put the council's priorities and values in clear words last week when he commented, "The council funds the arts & 

humanities and puts zero funding towards road maintainence." or words to that effect. I wonder what happened at todays 

meeting where council members met with arts & humanity supporters at city hall to discuss funding... 

on Council's budget talks beginning to heat up - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

No, of course any new construction facility would cost the city millions when all is said & done. The question is- do we want to 

instead spend millions on a rental with nothing to show when the lease ends? Leases have their place as a stop gap, but not 

long-term as in this case. I am no expert on court security but the judge should know what she is talking about. The egress 

being guarded by a police officer is a plus, but I believe that the judge is referring to building physical design issues. It was 

originally a rental storage unit. It has unsecured windows directly outside, someone could break through the windows easily 

whether it is to throw something in or break out. In fact, I believe the windows have been broken out during the evening hours. 

The court staff has no secure barrier between them and the public. The court is in a relatively remote location from other city 

services including a quicker police response. There is no holding cell or other means to secure a prisoner that has been 

transported from the jail. I‟m sure there are other concerns but those are the ones that come to mind.  

 

I don‟t support our court being in another city at all. I don‟t think the citizens want to give up that level of service or 

convenience. Should we make our domestic violence victims travel to another city to receive services, court orders or 

counseling? I have not seen any financial presentation that shows that it is even in our financial best interests to move the 

court or police services. I think throwing away rent money for twenty years needs to stop. The council should plan for the new 

court/police facility now. Start planning the financial piece of the project now, get it firmly in our CFP.  

on Council's budget talks beginning to heat up - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Ms. Hytopoulos was the only one with anything intelligent to say. She made the point several times that the council had no 

plan, no financial numbers to go by and seemed focused simply on making cuts to the budget. She described it as “lurching” 

forward with cuts without a strategic plan. Scales, Knobloch & Brackett were like chainsaw wood carvers looking for a city tree 

to tear up. Scales said that the whole city budget was discretionary funds and they could decide how they wanted to spend it, 

not to get concerned with a plan. Some of their ideas were not well thought out and frankly stupid. I did learn that the city is 

paying out over $43,000 a year for rent for a converted storage unit for the courthouse. That means that in less than 6 years 

the city flushes down the toilet the same amount of money that they already bonded for a senior center! Imagine what the 

costs have been since the city started paying rent for this back in 1991. By the time they even revisit the construction of a new 

court & police facility in 2015, the city will have wasted over a $1,000,000.00 on renting a storage unit in Rolling Bay. Giving a 

million dollars to the Tidy Bowl man is plain stupid . 

on Ex-police officer, family, sue Bainbridge police, city - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

http://www.kitsapsun.com/users/privateeye/comme... 

Anyone can read for themselves. Neither the Sun or the Review's log in systems allow more than a single person to be 

assigned to a screen name. In other words, no- there cannot be anyone other than yourself using the "privateeye" log in 

screen name. Since you have been caught with an "untruth" youself just on this blog thread, it should be no surprise that you 

are also wrong about your guess as to my name. I did not mean my comments to veer the thread so far off-topic, my 

apologies. 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/84067842.html#comment-33945322
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/84067842.html#comment-33841639
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/82760337.html#comment-32123702
http://www.kitsapsun.com/users/privateeye/comments/
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on Ex-police officer, family, sue Bainbridge police, city - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I have nothing to hide, nothing to gain, & no involvement in this case. However, I thought folks should know that you are the 

wife of the plaintiff's attorney and would appear to have an interest in this case. As well as an interest in the claim for damages 

you filed two years ago against the city & the police department. 

on Ex-police officer, family, sue Bainbridge police, city - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

If you are sincere, then the apology is as well. However, unless "mengr" is your name I believe that you are also talking about 

yourself being anonymous. 

on Ex-police officer, family, sue Bainbridge police, city - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Sorry, Kim Koenig, aka kklaurenti aka privateeye... You admitted it yourself in February & May 2008 on the Sun web site 

where you posted under the same "privateeye" and "kklaurenti" screen names. You posted verbatim the same here as on the 

Sun web site. Shall I cut & paste the posts where you admit it is you? 

on Ex-police officer, family, sue Bainbridge police, city - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

About halfway through this posting I recognized the author's style. In the interest of "take it for what its worth", this posting was 

by Ms. Kim Koenig- John Muenster's wife. See her previous postings on the Sun web site for confirmation. I suspect that 

"mengr" below might have the same ISP address as "privateeye" as well. If not, my apologies. 

on City Council allows interfund loan, opts to reopen 2010 budget - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Bob Scales is absolutely correct, the city has no money in reserves and has to borrow from a utility account just to pay the 

bills, again! I am amazed that the council approves a $9 million dollar senior center project, then the very next meeting is 

forced to approve a loan to avoid defaulting on bills and accounts due. The city finances are shaky, at best and Brackett‟s 

comments at the last meeting are very disingenuous. She has proudly proclaimed that she would not vote for a project unless 

the funding was in place. Yet she and Knobloch are spearheading a non-essential senior center project that is relying on 

money which the voters have not even approved yet (and likely won‟t) and with no money in the bank to boot! 

 

Yes, there are more items to cut, more city positions that can go away, but all that trimming does no good when the council 

just turns around and commits to spending more money on non-essential services & projects. They are robbing Peter to pay 

Paul. 

on Ex-police officer, family, sue Bainbridge police, city - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Say, that lawyer's name sounds familiar. Wasn't John Muenster and his wife the ones pulled over, arrested, then filed claims 

against the city two years ago? Whatever happened to that case? This most recent claim will be interesting if it ever goes to 

court or even to depositions. By all acounts, Mr. Anderson has a good reputation in the community and was a commendable 

police officer. Many professionals on the island think highly of him. I'd like to hear both sides of the story here. 

on City didn’t meet high standard for right-of-way | Guest Column | Charles Schmid & Annette Wilson Skinner - Bainbridge Island Review last 

year 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/82760337.html#comment-32122351
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/82760337.html#comment-32122124
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/82760337.html#comment-32121738
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/82760337.html#comment-32120333
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/82876102.html#comment-31848632
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/82760337.html#comment-31611921
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/82615112.html#comment-31312746
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A complex secretomotor phenomenon characterized by the shedding of tears from the lacrimal apparatus, without any irritation 

of the ocular structures in response to the profuse spreading of an opaque white liquid produced by the mammary glands of 

mammals.  

or  

Would you care for some cheese & crackers with your whine? 

on Proposal would create 7,000 acres of public parkland in North Kitsap - North Kitsap Herald last year 

If you divide up the entire 7,000 acres into 540 acre parcels each worth $88,650 then thats about $1,150,000 in assessed 

value of property. So the county, at best, would lose the property taxes on that forever. However, I do not believe that 

$1,150,000 is the actual total value. I think there are several parcels worth much higher than that $88,650. I have to assume 

that Pope doesn't want to continue paying taxes on property that it can't turn a profit on. In then end I suppose it would all 

depend what the county actually gets in tangible returns from any deal with Pope. Unless the Pope company is going non-

profit, there must be something in it for them as well. Thanks for the article Tad, I look forward to hearing more as this thing 

progresses! 

on Chamber’s action is a welcome step | Letters | Jan. 15 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

They might as well add "end world hunger" and "achieve world peace" to the list, as it is just as likely to get accomplished. 

Although their resolution sounds really good, it is not much more than impractical, feel good, lip service. The chamber & city 

would serve the public better by simply promoting and enhancing local businesses and essential public service. 

on Chamber’s action is a welcome step | Letters | Jan. 15 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

They might as well add "end world hunger" and "achieve world peace" to the list, as it is just as likely to get accomplished. 

Although their resolution sounds really good, it is not much more than impractical, feel good, lip service. The chamber & city 

would serve the public better by simply promoting and enhancing local businesses and essential public service. 

on Proposal would create 7,000 acres of public parkland in North Kitsap - North Kitsap Herald last year 

Hmmmm, wonder what the loss of tax revenue would be on 7,000 acres of taxable property? Bainbridge Island spent money 

like it was going out of style to purchase property for "open space" and gave a lot of it away to the park district. Look where the 

island is now on finances. Absolutely zero dollars in an emergency reserve account. No reserves at all in the event that we get 

a major event that damages roads, infrastructure, etc. Hope the county thinks this one through before they rush to accept all 

that land. 

on Council gets down to some monkey business - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Last night the council made a good, common sense decision and is going with simply adopting the state law. The 10 to 15 

minutes it took was not a waste of time nor just about this one monkey. The city had an outdated law that needed fixing and 

they did it. Good job & good results for all! 

on Questions arise with acquittal | Letters | Jan. 8 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Perhaps you can give Mr. Buitenveld a shoulder to lean on and some advice. According to the state courts web site, you have 

over 30 case dockets. Ranging from what looks like small claims to various civil and criminal matters. Should give you the 

experience to lend a hand... 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/nkh/news/82129902.html#comment-30621098
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/81746957.html#comment-30518832
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/81746957.html#comment-30518832
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/nkh/news/82129902.html#comment-30518301
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/81249317.html#comment-29843816
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/81041157.html#comment-29714369
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on Council gets down to some monkey business - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Great comment! 

a comment by newreview on Council gets down to some monkey business - Bainbridge Island Review last year  

“I think the only humane thing to do is allow the primate to stay with its family. However, I do 

think the family should 1) stop saying they adopted the animal -- they bought it and own it; and 2) they should be 

required to do education (a LOT of education!) about NOT owning exotic animals and not encouraging breeders 

of exotic animals by buying them. Just because exotic animals are "domestically bred" rather than captured in the 

wild doesn't make it okay. 

 

An eighth grader -- all children -- should be told that the animal's needs are more important than his own. 

Encourage the next Jane or John Goodall by teaching children that animals belong in their own habitat.” 

on Council gets down to some monkey business - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

The city has a few issues in the area of adopting state laws or passing their own. For instance, it is currently legal to possess 

misdemeanor amounts of marijuana on the island. The city never adopted the state law that makes marijuana illegal to 

possess. The city has been aware of it for a couple of years but has done nothing to make marijuana illegal on the island. 

Robert has a good suggestion to resolve the problem with exotic animals, simply adopt the state law & leave it at that. If the 

city is going to pass a law different than the state, then I would hope that they take the time to think about it & make a decision 

based more than on this one monkey. Sure, I think he looks cute, but why make an exception on just this one family? Should it 

be just as legal to possess jungle cats, alligators, or an artic fox? There is more to the exotic pet trade than the animal's cute 

looks. 

on City reaches partial settlement with Bainbridge Ratepayers Alliance - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

When all is said & done, I will be interested to see what the final financial tally is for expenses related to this law suit. Not only 

for the tax-dollar payoff to make the suit go away, but also the lost financials that occured due to the suit. There are the other 

intangibles as well- lost trust, poor relationships, and loss of community. I would like to see all of that measured against 

whatever it is that the "Alliance" believes it has "won" out of the suit. We'll see, I look forward to the city being able to move 

forward and put this behind. 

on Just what does that high-priced vessel do? | Letters | Dec. 18 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Ms. Ley-Mackey,  

If you had spent the time it took you to write & send in this letter to the editor, and instead contacted the police chief or 

lieutenant in charge of the marine program with your questions, you would actually get answers to all your questions. They 

would also probably correct the factual errors in your letter. I would think that someone involved in the Salish Sea Expeditions 

would be in favor of a quality law enforcement marine program.  

 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/81249317.html#comment-29665886
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/81249317.html#comment-29549509
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/81249317.html
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/81249317.html#comment-29612645
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/81147857.html#comment-29437765
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/79646262.html#comment-27671603
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I suspect that there may be other influences which motivated your negative letter about the local constabulary. I see from past 

news articles that you are a supporter of Steve Buitenveld, would his arrest and trial have been a factor in your decision to 

write your letter without checking facts with the source? 

on A boondoggle? Needing a police boat here isn’t one | In Our Opinion | Dec. 11 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I don't know why we also have the boondogle of buying guns & ammo for our cops either. Can't remember the last time our 

police shot anyone, the island had a bank robbery, etc. I can be facetiously snarky too... 

on A boondoggle? Needing a police boat here isn’t one | In Our Opinion | Dec. 11 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I don't know why we also have the boondogle of buying guns & ammo for our cops either. Can't remember the last time our 

police shot anyone, the island had a bank robbery, etc. I can be facetiously snarky too... 

on Couple suspected of stealing and selling $20,000 of stolen merchandise - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

As usual with these kind of people, not the first time: http://www.kauaiworld.com/arti... 

on Liveaboards facing ‘end of days’ - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I see that Rich did not answer your question even though he has logged on since you posted it. I say, more power to them if 

they can get the law changed. If not, then they need to follow the law like everyone else. I am not for my tax dollars subsidzing 

liveaboards. I personally wish the council would have just let the DNR deal with the issue, just like every other city with 

harbors. Would have saved lots of headache and $. 

on Ratepayer alliance lawsuit drags on - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Another thank you for posting the actual documents, good reading! There is an on-going poll on the "other newspaper" web 

site about the Alliance law suit. The poll has been collecting data for many weeks. if not a couple of months. The poll has ran 

consistently about 60% to 40% against the Alliance law suit. Allen & Adams only have a 40% approval rating in their quest to 

waste more tax money. If there is a settlement, I would hope that it does not include any attorney fees being paid to the 

Alliance. The least Adams & Allen can do is foot the bill for flushing tax money down the utility crapper. 

on Arts/humanities more than ‘extras’ on Bainbridge - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Nicely written letter & appears from the heart. I wonder though, couldn't you make the same arguement for about any 

particular aspect of life or learning? What if instead of pumping hundreds of thousamds of dollars into the Arts, the city spent it 

on science, mathematics, or animal husbandry? Would we then be cultivating and growing new crops of future scientists, math 

whiz, or herds of prize-winning cattle?  

 

The Arts are not an essential government function or service. In times of lean tax funding, the money should go for the 

essentials. We don't have money to even fix the roads for Pete's sake, we are already spending almost $200,000 than we 

should be a year on the non-essential arts arena. When we again enter a time of sufficient funds, that would be the time to 

revisit the optional Arts funding. 

on Offensive column about Jesus fails to inspire | Letters | Dec. 25 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/79076777.html#comment-27671058
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/79076777.html#comment-27671058
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/79860837.html#comment-27627977
http://www.kauaiworld.com/articles/2009/06/29/news/kauai_news/doc4a486da5f1489958699974.txt
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/79998827.html#comment-27504115
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/79598512.html#comment-27354288
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/79953577.html#comment-27227606
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/79999122.html#comment-27222214
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I agree, the fact that Tyner signed his letter with a "Merry Christmas" was even more inflammatory. I have never enjoyed the 

majority of his ramblings but I guess enough on the rock do. 

on Governance changes well on the way | Letters | Dec. 18 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Hee Haw!! Stay tuned for a very special edition of Lee & Stan + eight.... 

on PSE hires contractor for tree trim in February - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

As long as they keep the Ents happy... 

on Couple suspected of stealing and selling $20,000 of stolen merchandise - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I was wondering the same thing, no names, ages, descriptions, neighborhood, etc. This press release (because that is how it 

reads) is devoid of critical information needed to assist anyone. 

on SR 305 closed at Madison Ave. after traffic accident - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Did you pay any money to the Review for your advertising? I hope so as the city could sure use the sales tax revenue! 

 on SR 305 closed at Madison Ave. after traffic accident - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Did you pay any money to the Review for your advertising? I hope so as the city could sure use the sales tax revenue! 

on City Council approves sewer surcharge - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

 

Thank you Adams & Allen, the real rate payers appreciate you 111% more now. All the RPA is doing at this point is costing tax 

payers money, not only in rate surcharges, but lost money spent on legal fees and lost funding.  

 

I discount what Knobloch has to say about the RPA situation since he is an ad hoc paid lobbyist for the RPA.  

 

Perhaps the council could classify the fountain of sewage spewing forth in Eagle Harbor as "Art" and use their LTAC or 2% for 

the Arts funds to help pay for the WWTP. 

on Council moves forward with Strawberry Plant; grants more funds to BIAHC - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

It appears the employee's furlough allowed the council to increase non-essential spending. Just think, if they had laid off 

additional employees the council could have added even more non-essential spending to the budget. Why the Union continues 

to enable the council is beyond me. Must be the threat of employees being laid off. Should have called their bluff. I think that 

as long as employees and citizens continue to pick up the slack, the council will continue to add tax money to non-essential 

service at the expense of priorities. Hope the employees think of that when they take it upon themselves to do free 

landscaping, free flowers, paint and help with remodels, and put together office furniture on their own time to help save the city 

money. Money which the council turns right around and spends on these non-essentials. Maybe if the council is forced to 

abide by legal employment contracts and provide OSHA/WISHA equipment & furniture, their choices on what to spend money 

on will be made more limited. 

 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/79646932.html#comment-27101898
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/79998742.html#comment-27100459
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/79860837.html#comment-26919720
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/78980332.html#comment-25521026
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http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/78947687.html#comment-25430895
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I agree with Mr. Peters on this one, he got it exactly right. And it doesn't surprise me that Kordonowy & Brackett voted for this. 

Had Knobloch & Vancil been present, they would have voted for it as well. I am very disappointed in Snow & Stokness on their 

vote to increase non-essential spending. Abstaining from a vote is just a cop-out, I think. I would like to see a written report 

from a credible & non-biased source that shows what the city receives in new tax revenue in exchange for the expenditure of 

$180k in tax money for "the arts". I have a feeling it will turn out to be like the feds printing & spending more money to get out 

of debt. Didn't the city also increase the 1% for the arts to a new 2% for the arts? Well, at least the island got their Artistic 

Stimulus Package. 

 

Maybe if the folks at Public Works and the Police Department wore hand-made jewelery & scarves, carried paintings and 

sculptures in their trucks and cars with "Support the Arts" bumper stickers, maybe they would get the funding they needed to 

actually fix the roads and engage in proactive law enforcement. 

on Council moves forward with Strawberry Plant; grants more funds to BIAHC - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

The council vote to increase non-essential spendng by another $43k? Shocking.... 

on Williams Property up for transfer - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

The council has already commited to the $300k for the soccer fields. I see no issue with that money being retained by the 

parks out of the $1M. Brackett & Vancil's comments are very misleading. That $300k to the soccer fields should already be 

considered spent. To claim that the city is only selling the property for $600k is false. Would it be more palatable to have the 

city receive a check for $1M, then turn around and write a check back to the park district for $300k? I do find it troubling that 

the city might be willing to flat-out lose about $700k on the deal. Would the city be better off selling the property at a later date 

& making money on the deal or at least break even? No one from the park district even bothered to show up at the council 

meeting to talk about the issue with the city. Poor form for Lande to not even show up, especially if there is a time crunch on 

the deal. The council needs to hear the full story before making a decision. 

on Council turned its back on island’s liveaboards | Letters | Nov. 6 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Yokel,  

His name was Ralph F. Leonard, got an over 20 year prison sentence. 

a comment by Mark_Dombroski on City officials busy placing blame for mess on others | In Our Opinion | Nov. 20 - Bainbridge Island Review 

last year  

“Your Editorial Opinion attempts to trivialize the important role ethics plays in public service. 

Without the assurance that our elected officials are adhering to the highest ethical standards we can not be 

assured of a responsible, transparent, and honest government.  

 

It is not, as you state, Mark Dombroski vs. Bill Knobloch. Putting the breach of the ethic policy in that relationship 

implies that I was the only one expecting ethical behavior of Councilmember Knobloch. It further characterizes my 

request for an advisory opinion from the Ethics Commission as an act of vindictiveness. Neither can be further 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/78401282.html#comment-24682287
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/73092822.html#comment-24188729
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/69389982.html#comment-24183868
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/70640967.html#comment-24009104
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from the truth. The entire community is harmed when the actions of an elected official are not consistent with the 

ethical standards adopted by the governing board. Councilmember Knobloch was repeatedly requested by the 

City Clerk over a period of 7 months to complete his 2009 conflict of interests form. He acknowledged the 

requests by stating that he did not need to complete a 2009 form. Not until my requesting an advisory opinion, 

which is appropriate action under our Ethics Policy, did Councilmember Knobloch complete his conflicts of 

interest form. Had I a desire to be vindictive I wouldn’t have waited patiently for 7 months and requested that our 

City Clerk make repeated attempts to obtain the conflicts of interest form from Councilmember Knobloch. If 

nothing else, my request prompted him to comply to policy.  

 

Also consistent with our Ethics Policy was my adherence to making the advisory opinion without a reference to a 

specific elected official’s name. I do not know how the Kitsap Sun was informed of the request or that it was in 

relation to Councilmember Knobloch. I did inform the entire City Council, City Attorney and City Clerk of my 

actions by email. Within 30 minutes of that email notice I fielded a call from the Kitsap Sun reporter. After refusing 

to give him information I believe he made a public records request.  

 

Sally Adams also has a right, and perhaps a duty, to request an advisory opinion when she believes an elected 

official has acted in an unethical manner. While I believe I know the pattern of facts concerning the issue Sally 

Adams is referring, I do not believe Councilmember Hilary Franz violated the Ethics Policy or law in her 

statements to Kevin Dwyer. Had I believed otherwise, I would have requested and advisory opinion myself. 

However, I am not an expert in ethics which is exactly why the city has an Ethics Commission. Sally Adams is 

following the same process I did and her request should not be also trivialized as an act of retaliation.  

 

The Bainbridge Review is our local newspaper, for better or worse. I can only hope that in the future you do a 

better job of investigating and interviewing before publishing. I also hope that you come to understand the 

importance ethics plays in politics and public administration. Characterizing my and Sally Adams actions as 

anything other than good pubic participation may give the next citizen pause before asking for ethical behavior 

from our officials. And that is the biggest harm you have done with your article.  

” 

on Arts community lobbies council for funding - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Besides the funding already in the 2010 budget (~$136k), the council is set to approve another $40,000 to BIAHC through 

LTAC funding on December 2nd. 

on City employees will face furlough in 2010 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

From reading the comments so far, perhaps the employees should have made the city abide by the contract. Then the city 

council could deal with how to make up that deferred $270k. Make them choose between non-essential spending and the 

effect of possible further lay-offs. So far the city has obtained a free two-year loan from the employees worth over a half million 

dollars. Anyway you look at it, the employees went without money during the year and will so next year as well. For the few 

employees that have two family members working for the city, it is like the family missing an entire month's worth of income for 

each year. 

 

Earlier this year the council refused to forego 3% of their monthy pay, which equates to a mere $30 a month, from May 

through the end of the year. Had they done so, one of the city's unions were willing to then give up about $30,000 during the 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/72910082.html#comment-24161541
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/73095487.html#comment-24160504
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same period of time. During the council meeting on this issue council members Knobloch, Brackett and Vancil refused to give 

up their $30. Brackett called the employees like criminals engaging in "racketeering & RICO" crimes. Vancil said the union's 

proposal was "troubling" and had no business being before the council. Knobloch said that he didn't support the proposal, that 

he would rather give his $30 to Helpline than the city, then he got up and left the council meeting early without another word. 

All the other council members fully supported the proposal but it failed because not all the council would make the $30 a 

month sacrifice. 

 

Rings a bit hollow? I'm hearing echos from the council hollows... 

on City officials busy placing blame for mess on others | In Our Opinion | Nov. 20 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I appreciate the Review taking the time to put forth its side of the (lack) of story. I do find it very disappointing that the Review 

does not practice any investigative reporting. If anyone did any digging at all, it would be obvious that there is more news value 

than "Knobloch apologizing for failing to sign a form." An old adage, but usually true- "follow the money." 

 

Knobloch took money from Sally Adams for his reelection campaign. See the C3 forms on file with the PDC. Sally Adams 

requested that Knobloch be one the of the councilmembers sitting in settle ment talks with the RPA. He accepted and is 

supposed to be representing the city. How can an elected official sit across the table in law suit settllement talks with the very 

Plaintiff that he has taken money from? As an aside, Mr. Knobloch has also taken money from Charles Schmid of "Friends of 

Bainbridge Island" fame. 

 

Looking into the future, Councilmember-elect Hytopolous has taken money from the following folks to help her get elected: 

Sally Adams, Annette Skinner, Charles Schmid. See the C3 forms on file with the PDC. Maybe both the RPA and Friends of 

Bainbridge Plaintiffs can also request Ms. Hytopolous to attend their settlement talks as well. 

 a comment by robertdashiell on Discussions of sewer surcharge continue - Bainbridge Island Review last year  

“A warrant with the prime contractor doing the WWTP is a possible option. The terms of such 

have not been discussed, but it's hard to imagine a contractor would agree to financing terms near what a bond 

would be. And of course, the city is using resources (that means money) working this arrangement.  

 

All this costs are related to the sewer customers, and the bottom line is the sewer rates will be set either short 

term or long term to add these costs. Bottom line: Sewer customers pay more. 

 

And Nate, when has Councilmember Knobloch ever ever proposed a viable solution to any financial problem? 

He's a constant critic of almost everything the city does related to finance, but he lacks any alternative solution 

proposals. I suppose it makes good press for the Review, but his consistent complaining and no new ideas isn't 

moving the city forward.” 

on Let our liveaboards exist as they have | Letters | Nov. 20 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/70640967.html#comment-23826190
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/70569772.html#comment-23825453
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/70569772.html
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/70636322.html#comment-23773187
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Liveaboards that anchor out in an old Richards boat abandoned a 15' or 16' piece of junk motor boat (without a motor) on the 

linear moorage a couple of months ago. That boat took on water and as of Friday was mostly under water and upside down, 

still tied off to the linear moorage.  

 

The liveaboards need to abide by the law, the same as the rest of us. Long as they pass legal muster, they are welcome. 

on Council turned its back on island’s liveaboards | Letters | Nov. 6 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Yokel,  

There are many unreported incidents that don't make it to the blotter. If you research the amount of money that both the city 

and the state were forced to spend on junk boats that sink in the harbor, it is in many thousands of dollars. I also recall a 

liveaboard attmpting to murder one of our police officers not too long ago, and that wasn't his first, second, third... brush with 

the legal system. I also find it strange that the majority seem to not really care for or want anything to do with the government. 

Yet seem to make full use of the tax subsidized amenities (trash dumpsters, water, restrooms, showers, etc) that they don't 

pay into. Nothing in life is free my friends.  

 

I guess bottom line is for me, the liveaboards need to follow the law just like the rest of us. Perhaps the city should let the state 

take over. Let BAMBI knock their heads against that government wall instead of the non-stop slamming of a city that is one of 

the very few in the state that works to keep them in the harbor long-term. 

a comment by LokelYokel on Council turned its back on island’s liveaboards | Letters | Nov. 6 - Bainbridge Island Review last year  

“Charlotte. I didn't know much about the issue. I was at the city dock two weeks ago. A 

liveaboard was belligerent to me ( he thought I paddled too close behind him) as I paddled to the dock. I watched 

another liveaboard fill his water jugs at little city building / rental shack on the dock. I presume they use the toilets 

& trash there. I also see them using the dinghy tie up, trash and bathrooms at Winslow wharf (those services are 

only for paying tenants). I have never seen anyone bring ashore human waste or seen one of the permanent 

liveaboards come to the pump-out station. So that is my experience, but I wanted to know more about the 

"history" you referenced. I searched "Live aboard" on this site and found 1 article, your editorial, a human interest 

story about a boat and EIGHT references from the Police Blotter. Not a good start. I then looked at the 2 recent 

articles in the Kitsap Sun. The comments run more than 2:1 against the liveaboards. The consensus in the 

community and the law are aligned. I dug a little deeper into the history available online. What I wanted to see 

was some History of liveaboards cleaning up the harbor, helping neighbors, pushing for environmental issues, 

volunteering to clean up the harbor etc....Here is what I saw: 

11-Jul Police Blotter Live aboard threatens another 

31-May Police Blotter Unmuffled generator 

11-Apr Police Blotter 3 women flee overboard vessel when drunk owner threatens them 

29-Jan Police Blotter Live aboard reports theft of anchoring system 

26-Nov Police Blotter Liveaboards dog bites girl at sportsman's club 

9-Oct-08 Police Blotter Liveaboards reports theft of accessories from his bike he keeps at City dock 

8-Oct-08 Bainbridge Review New owner sought for dilapidated, but historic liveaboard barge "Wicca" 

POLICE BLOTTER GOES ON LINE -- Searching for a match between "liveaboard" and "police blotter" not 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/69389982.html#comment-23538620
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/69389982.html#comment-22941559
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/69389982.html
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feasible before this date  

7/16/2008 Letter to Editor Haul out facility suggested for use by liveaboards 

7/12/2008 Letter to Editor Liveaboards are important too -CHARLOTTE ROVELSTAD 

6/26/2008 Bainbridge Review Dilapated houseboat "Wicca" to be demolished 

5/21/2008 Bainbridge Review Good News for liveaboards, DNR wont enforce 

3/29/2009Bainbridge Review Liveaboard Brian Lewis abandons his boat "Jubilee" to drift ashore at Murden cove 

12/22/2007 Bainbridge Review Liveaboard speaks up at meeting to denounce Seattle developer's plans 

9/12/2007 Bainbridge Review Some liveabords threaten to move away if Open water marina goes through. 

Reporter is generally sympathetic 

9/5/2007 Bainbridge Review Marina plan draws fire. 3 quotes from both sides of the issue 

4/29/2007 Bainbridge Review Council weighs in on 50 boat marina with 13 liveaboards spots 

11-Jul Bainbridge Review Harbor Plan goes forward 

7/6/2007 Letter to Editor M. Martin decides to move ashore. General Class discussions on liveaboard lifestyle 

 

My experience, the real history, the community consensus and the law all line up.  

” 

on Will our 'cultural element' be just a passing fancy? | In our opinion | Nov. 13 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I would suggest that the council take some action in the budget process to reduce the spending down to only essential 

government functions. If need be, it could be done in increments to reduce the dramatic impact to those non-essential social & 

arts services that have come to rely on city tax money for their budgets. 

 

1) Reduce tax money given to the non-essentials by 50% of 2009 levels for 2010, then to 25% of 2010 levels for 2011, then to 

zero starting in 2012. 

 

2) If the community wants to continue giving tax money to the non-essential organizations, have the city propose a tax bond 

requiring voter approval to do so. 

 

3) Diversify the tax base to get more $ incoming. With the city only relying on property & sales tax, we are losing a little each 

year and never moving ahead. 

on Interim manager brings fix-up attiude home - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I am impressed with Mr. Walton's snapshot of the city. It appears pretty much dead on from what I can see. A lot of what he 

told the Review in this article echos what Mr. Dombroski has been saying, but perhaps the council will finally listen now that 

Walton is the one doing the talking.  

 

Hopefully the council will listen to what he said about "enrichment" programs and non-essential expenditures. I am encouraged 

and hopefully the council majority will be too. 

on Council member accused of leaking confidential information - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I see that the city Ethics Board ruled that Knobloch did violate the code of ethics. The board went a step further, saying that 

Knobloch also violated a section of the code that requires elected officials to avoid situations that appear unethical. 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/69985192.html#comment-23090926
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/69919252.html#comment-22921142
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/69622072.html#comment-22878721
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on Council member accused of leaking confidential information - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Again, the facts speak for themselves even if some folks don't happen to like them or if they don't fit their agenda. I feel sorry 

for those that consider making facts known in public as an "attack". I again decline your "double-dog dare". I also find strange 

that you are so adamant about wanting to know a blogger's identity, but it is perfectly fine for folks to hide behind the anonimity 

of a corporation to file a law suit? The RPA? The Friends of Bainbridge Island? Why does the RPA refuse to disclose 

membership? Feel free to have the last word. 

on Council member accused of leaking confidential information - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

So I did read you correctly. 

on Council member accused of leaking confidential information - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

So if I am reading your posting correctly, it matters more to you who is presenting a fact than the actual truth itself? A fact 

stands by itself and the perspective should be fairly black & white. Perhaps some choose not to use an identifying name so 

that you can judge the facts for themselves and not reduce the process to name calling, slandering and introducing motives 

into the equation. Those that throw out silly and obvious statements are usually vetted as such fairly quickly and then taken for 

what it is worth.  

 

Are you disputing that Sally Adams gave Bill Knobloch money? Are you disputing that Bill Knobloch did not complete his 2009 

conflict of interest disclosure form? Are you disputing the meetings and company that Sally Adams had with Knobloch? Are 

you disputing what Larry Sears told the Sun reporter about Hilary Franz and the RPA? Do you really think Franz, Sears and 

Dwyer are all conspiring against Sally Adams? 

 

When looking at non-fiction, I don't really care who presents the facts. On the other hand, I usually look for my favorite authors 

first when I want to read a good fictional novel. 

 on Council member accused of leaking confidential information - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

So if I am reading your posting correctly, it matters more to you who is presenting a fact than the actual truth itself? A fact 

stands by itself and the perspective should be fairly black & white. Perhaps some choose not to use an identifying name so 

that you can judge the facts for themselves and not reduce the process to name calling, slandering and introducing motives 

into the equation. Those that throw out silly and obvious statements are usually vetted as such fairly quickly and then taken for 

what it is worth.  

 

Are you disputing that Sally Adams gave Bill Knobloch money? Are you disputing that Bill Knobloch did not complete his 2009 

conflict of interest disclosure form? Are you disputing the meetings and company that Sally Adams had with Knobloch? Are 

you disputing what Larry Sears told the Sun reporter about Hilary Franz and the RPA? Do you really think Franz, Sears and 

Dwyer are all conspiring against Sally Adams? 

 

When looking at non-fiction, I don't really care who presents the facts. On the other hand, I usually look for my favorite authors 

first when I want to read a good fictional novel. 

on Council member accused of leaking confidential information - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/69622072.html#comment-22843804
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Jim, you might want to read the story on this in the Kitsap Sun. There is an interesting interview with Larry Sears that should 

shed light some light on what is in this Review article. 

on Council member accused of leaking confidential information - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

This is why both the city and the RPA should of had their respective attorneys conducting these settlement talks. It would have 

avoided the conflict of interest issue completely. It is my understanding (from Knobloch himself) that Adams and Allen 

specifically requested that Knobloch and Brackett, along with Snow & Franz be a part of the talks. Knobloch said that was 

because the RPA wanted two councilmembers from each pro & con Winslow Way/WWTP camp. 

a comment by robertdashiell on Council member accused of leaking confidential information - Bainbridge Island Review last year  

“"Whatever happens during the mediation stays in the mediation." 

 

Accurate statement, but was this mediation? It's my understanding this was a discussion with a half dozen people 

present ... no legal counsel or a mediator.  

 

If this lawsuit has in fact gone into mediation, why hasn't that been in the news? I'm quite sure that would be 

"unclassified" information, and there is no doubt that it would be newsworthy. But I don't think that has happened. 

Maybe it should. 

 

And didn't Sally Adams provide the Review a press release in late October about the Ratepayers side of the 

negotiations? Isn't she establishing a double standard by accusing Hilary Franz of doing what she had already 

done?  

 

” 

on Council member accused of leaking confidential information - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I agree with JimMooney in that these are serious allegations against both Knobloch & Franz. That is why I am hoping that the 

full council hires a professional to investigate this matter thoroughly and prepare a detailed report of findings. Mr. Dashiell is 

also correct in stating that Mr. Dwyer is not the person that can make a determination on whether someone divulged 

"confidential" communications. If I had to hazard a guess, I would say that Mr. Dwyer used the word confidential in the context 

of not wanting to reveal the source's identity. But that is only my own wild guess. Even if what is printed in this article is true & 

attributable to Franz, it does not appear to meet the definition that Adams is trying to make fit.  

 

What is clear is that the allegations against Ms. Franz appear anecdotal in nature. And although there is also some subjective 

validation to the allegations against Mr. Knobloch, there is also factual evidence against him. For example, it can be verified 

through the Public Disclosure Commission that Sally Adams gave him money. And self-admittedly Knobloch failed to complete 

his 2009 conflict of interest form.  

 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/69622072.html#comment-22688653
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/69622072.html#comment-22688266
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/69622072.html
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To be fair to both Knobloch & Franz, the full council should have a complete and professional investigation performed. The 

truth will speak for itself, regardless if it comes from a named source or not.  

a comment by erehm on Council member accused of leaking confidential information - Bainbridge Island Review last year  

“What exactly is the confidential information that RPA is claiming Ms. Franz divulged? I'm at a 

loss here.” 

on Council member accused of leaking confidential information - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Sally Adams & the RPA suit continue to tear this community apart. If not financially then certainly in terms of community well 

being and loss of sense of neighborly strength. I am surprised that Adams purposely is bringing more attention on herself. 

Especially considering the damage Knobloch has suffered due to her and the RPA.  

 

Adams requested, & Knobloch accepted, to represent the city in settlement talks with the RPA. Knobloch took money from 

Adams for his reelection. How exactly does a public official sit in settlement talks across the table from a Plaintiff that has 

given him money? Knobloch failed to turn in his 2009 conflict of interest form, even after being reminded to do so. He 

reportedly refused to sign the form. Adams and Knobloch arrived together and spoke at a Wing Point homeowners meeting 

last spring in which Adams solicited funds for the alliance. According to Dombroski, Knobloch was also spotted speaking with 

Adams at a Winslow pub after leaving a council meeting early.  

 

Dombroski also said Knobloch frequently e-mails, meets with and seeks advice from people closely associated with the 

alliance. Due to a recent court of appeals decision, councilmembers' personal email accounts are subject to public disclosure 

laws even if portions are personal in nature. When asked to produce emails, Knobloch's said his computer's hard drive 

crashed.  

 

The Review blew off reporting these glaring ethical (and possible legal) issues involving our council. I hope the full council 

decides to have it thoroughly investigated by a professional. I am afraid that if the council blows it off, someone will only end 

up making sure an agency or organization with oversight or jurisdiction on the matter will be made aware. Lets encourage the 

council to police & clean up their own mess before they lose control and oversight. 

a comment by robertdashiell on Council member accused of leaking confidential information - Bainbridge Island Review last year  

“What confidential information? 

 

There is no information ... it's a progress report that seems very rather general and lacks any specific details. Or is 

there more to this than what the Chamber published? 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/69622072.html#comment-22517432
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/69622072.html
http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/69622072.html#comment-22524903
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” 

a comment by robertdashiell on Arts forum questions budget cuts - Bainbridge Island Review last year  

“This is an arts funding article and thread, but Council's future actions are almost certainly going 

affect all programs and organizations that receive tax dollars. The new Council is a tough one to predict.  

 

I think Bob Scales or Barry Peters are the two most likely Mayor possibilities, and Scales would be a logical 

choice, but it remains to be seen if he keeps his Seattle job. The mayor has meetings to attend in the normal 

working hours, so availability is a consideration. Peters is politically polarizing, although he has the best handle on 

finances of all current council members. 

 

Bill Knobloch, currently the deputy mayor, likely will not advance to Mayor. IF he gets put under a public or ethics 

microscope, he is probably going to be be just a Councilman. And that would be based on more than the 

Ratepayers lawsuit if he is involved in that in any way. Interesting an e-mail today from him said he was 

recovering from a computer hard drive failure. That likely means all his e-mails are gone. Could be just a 

coincidence, of course. Things get erased and lost ... it even happened in the White House when Nixon was 

President.  

 

Of course, whoever is Mayor is not necessarily going to emerge as the Council leader. I personally think that will 

be Scales because he is advocating change and resetting direction, and he has previous Council experience.  

 

Kirsten Hytopoulos and Debbie Lester are probably going to take a year to get their Council legs and legislative 

confidence before they play a significant leadership role. There is an enormous amount to learn and understand 

for a new Council member, and I suspect they be using, then shedding their trailing wheels the first year. The are 

going into what will have to be some very difficult downsizing and funding reduction decisions, and they will get 

their legislative experience under fire.  

 

 

 

” 

a comment by loves_to_wine on Arts forum questions budget cuts - Bainbridge Island Review last year  

“The reality is that times are hard. If people don't know that by now, they are living in another 

world.  

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/69387447.html#comment-22166980
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First and formost, the government is NOT in the arts business. It should be paying for basic government 

needs...STREET REPAIR would be great. Second, the fact that the arts gets any $$ from the city should make 

them thankful, not whiney! GET over yourself here people. Police, streets, water...those are the basics of the city, 

not the arts.  

 

I am not against the arts. My family and I support the arts and enjoy what there is on Bainbridge, but face it, the 

arts should be privately funded. If you want to support it, use your own money, NOT tax $$$.  

 

And what does the arts board consider art?  

 

Take a guess at how much the council paid for the "art" at the ferry. To paint the railings, put names on them 

(poorly I must add) and hang a few pics...it was in the price range of $50,000. That was even after the city faced a 

real financial crisis.  

 

Art is important, but it is NOT a city government concern!  

” 

 on Bainbridge citizens sue city over Island Gateway - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Has this group even checked with the organizations they allege may have objections to the project? Kinda sounds like they are 

reaching if they are filing a law suit based on what other organizations may think. Mind you, these other organizations did not 

respond to the public meeting notices or express concerns throughout the public process that led to the projects being given 

the go-ahead. I will wait to see the specifics of the suit to see what the merits may or not be.  

 

I did find out some of this “Friends of Bainbridge Island” members; Annette Skinner, Charles Schmid, and Virginia Paul. They 

formed a state corporation on October 28th, the week prior to the suit being filed in court. Here is a link to the state web site 

with their corporation information: http://www.secstate.wa.gov/cor...  

on Arts forum questions budget cuts - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

If there are "missing" emails or a "hard drive failure", then that would speak volumes to the ethics allegations. Sorta like that 18 

1/2 minute gap that was missing on a certain audio tape... 

on Arts forum questions budget cuts - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Robert's comment on council leadership got me to thinking... I wonder who will emerge as a leader on the new council? 

Knobloch has been around the longest but I think Lester or even Hytopoulos will give him a run for the money. I don't believe 

Peters or Franz will step forward. Brackett seems like more of a pot stirrer and not the leader that inspires and moves things 

along. I noticed that the Review blew off the story on the Knobloch alleged ethics violations, that may affect his credibility to 

lead if there are any truths to the allegations. I think Bill K. may have some issues to sweat as the state court of appeals 

recently decided that city council members' personal email accounts are subject to the state public disclosure laws if used in 

any way to conduct city business. This is even if the council member discussed personal topics in the emails that are not 

subject to the public disclosure laws. I wonder if Sally Adams ever exchanged emails with Bill? I do find it somewhat 

concerning that Bill Knobloch is sitting on settlement talks with the RPA (at Adams & Allen's behest). Knobloch took money 
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from Adams for his reelection campaign. So we have a council person supposedily representing the city in a law suit 

settlement talk with a Plaintiff that has given him money to help get him elected.  

 

I do hope that a leader (not a manager or debater) emerges on the new council. We need someone that can clearly show 

priorities and decision making based on essential government services. If we are ever flush with money again, then that would 

be the time to discuss spending tax money on non-essential services or projects. 

a comment by robertdashiell on Arts forum questions budget cuts - Bainbridge Island Review last year  

“Council should have leadership: SET THE PRIORITIES. Then staff and fund to the priorities. 

 

Not going to happen with this Council. Too late and lacks leadership. 

 

Maybe a new City Manager and a new Council will conclude the obvious: this city doesn't have the revenues and 

can't continue to please every advocacy group.” 

a comment by Stone on Arts forum questions budget cuts - Bainbridge Island Review last year  

“In our best year, our city does not have the money to pay for "arts" programs. There are only 

9500 families on this island, including summer-only residents. We barely have enough for police, fire, public works 

and schools. Thankfully, we have a little for human services, but not much.  

 

Of course your budget was disproportionally cut. It should have been zero in the first place. This nonsense about 

a contribution to the island economy is laughable. Tacoma's old pulp mill would have passed the smell test more 

easily.” 

on Another fee increase seems way out of line | Letters | Nov. 6 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Perhaps you should instead write a big thank-you letter to Dick Allen & Sally Adams of RPA fame for the double or triple cost 

of your utility bill. 

on Arts forum questions budget cuts - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I am sorry, but funding the Arts is not an essential government function. I pay out of my own pocket to purchase locally crafted 

arts, but especially in the current economic environment it is hard to justify spending local tax dollars on non-essential 

government services or projects. It is clearly obvious by the state of the roads, infrastructure, etc., that the city council has 

redirected tax dollars into funding arts and non-essential social services instead of where the money should go first. 
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a comment by Stone on Revenue flat as expenses grow for the city - Bainbridge Island Review last year  

“Amen, Robert... 9500 families can't afford to fund arts, housing, and social programs. We can 

barely fund passable roads, water, sewer, police and fire. I would love to see bike lanes on every road. We can't 

afford it. I would love to see public art and a decent community theater company. We can't afford it. The only way 

we will be able to afford it is to turn Bainbridge into Mercer Island.  

 

Why is this so hard for people to understand?” 

a comment by robertdashiell on Revenue flat as expenses grow for the city - Bainbridge Island Review last year  

“The City of Bainbridge Island has sufficient revenues to run a basic island government.  

 

The key word in that comment is basic.  

 

The citizens demand far more than basic (arts, housing, social programs), and the Council, elected to represent 

the people, respond to the demands.  

 

But, like a household budget, when you consistently spend more than what you make, eventually you have two 

choices. Make more money or eliminate non-essential spending. 

 

Making more money can be done two ways. More taxes or more growth. More taxes makes Bainbridge less 

affordable. More growth lowers the quality of life that many moved here to experience. 

 

Decision time. Time for fundamental decisions by the Council.” 

on Eagle Harbor receives School of Distinction award - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Good job students, Eagle Harbor School & BISD! We are all proud of you! 

 on Eagle Harbor receives School of Distinction award - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Good job students, Eagle Harbor School & BISD! We are all proud of you! 

on City Council names Lee Walton interim city manager - Bainbridge Island Review last year 
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I guess my point was that he had about a year last time to try & make a meaningful change and failed. So he is back again 

and this time only has 6 months. Plus, we are going to be paying for a second person to "assist" in performing the same 

duties, along with possibly helping out with public works issues. It just looks to me like the council is using the same person for 

half the time (plus yet a 2nd person's salary) and expecting any different or better results. I hope my prediction fails, but I just 

don't think the council has enough pixie dust. 

on City Council names Lee Walton interim city manager - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

What the article doesn't say is that Walton plans on hiring a "deputy city manager" to work with him as well. So you can add 

quite a bit more money to the amount quoted. I suspect part of the issue has to do with age & health, added to the council's 

desperation to quickly locate a body to fill the city manager postion. So we are again spending money like it grows on trees. 

When the council asked the current city manager what he thought about them hiring an assistant city manager, he replied that 

he could not believe that the council was even considering it due to financial issues. Dombroski also added that he didn't 

understand why you would hire someone that can't do the job and spend money on two people instead?  

 

Note to council: Doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different results is the definition of insanity. 

on Council passes open-water marina - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I agree that this will probably not work out financially for the city. Even attempting to get the best cost scenario of having all the 

liveaboards close together on the linear moorage to get the smallest footprint won‟t work. It is very unlikely you could get all 

the liveaboards to live literally next to each other. Perhaps letting the DNR take the leadership & expense of regulating 

liveaboards is better. The city could just then handle its own ordinances relating to 30 day anchor-outs or pass something 

longer term that doesn‟t conflict with the DNR. Nearly every other city with harbors does not have an OWM and merely 

enforces their own anchor-out laws. It is cheap and easy to enforce.  

 

Bill‟s tax argument, I believe, is not sound. It is correct that everyone that purchases something from a retailer on the island 

pays a sales tax. Those that rent and do not own property, still pay for the property owner‟s real estate tax. Do you really think 

a landlord will just “eat” the taxes on his or her property? No, they do not- they pass those taxes on to the renter in the form of 

the rent that is paid. Some non-profits such as churches do have some shielding from taxes. Regardless of whether you call it 

a tax or fee, private citizens pay for fishing & hunting licenses, commercial entities pay for licenses & permits, etc. Parks & Fire 

Depts. And other Jr. taxing districts all have the ability to float bonds and raise tax money. Those are all based on property 

taxes not sales taxes. Which again are paid by the owners or passed on to the renters in the form of additional costs in their 

monthly rent.  

 

Guess what Bill? I and many others have seen the proverbial 5-gallon bucket. I will say that I have actually seen a liveaboard 

row the bucket to the waterfront park and dump it in the public toilet. I have also seen others not bother with the row to shore 

and dispose of it overboard. Just because you have not personally seen it does not mean it has not happened. I think the city 

could & should spend more money on failing sewer line and other essential government service. Unfortunately, our council 

consistently spends money on non-essential issues and forgoes many essential ones.  

 

In the end, this still remains a legal and financial one. Should we relinquish control to the state, or not? Should the city foot the 

bill for the liveaboards, or not?  

a comment by Bainbridge on Council passes open-water marina - Bainbridge Island Review last year  

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/news/67132257.html#comment-21263538
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“A less expensive option was considered at the meeting and it should have prevailed. 

Liveaboard 'slips' could have been created on the linear moorage. That would have significantly reduced the 

space allocated for a lease from DNR because the linear moorage has no swing. Only space directly occupied by 

the boat would need be leased and it would have brought costs down to a third or less of what was selected. It 

would not have required the expense of permitting and installing new moorings either. 

 

The reason given for not using the linear moorage was that liveaboards would not want to all be close together. 

That they want isolated moorings spread out with lots of space between them. I understand the viewpoint but 

given the significant expense the DNR lease creates for encumbered area the city would have done better to 

allow liveaboards on the linear moorage, a far more affordable option. 

 

I'd also like to disagree with Mighty Horton on valuation. The state does not value bottom land the same as the 

upland property. It is a fraction of the value of the upland property. And Eagle harbor is one of the most idyllic 

harbors on the west coast. Private space in the middle of the bay dedicated solely to it's owner is valuable indeed 

- tell me what else you can get on the water without close neighbors for $300/mo.  

 

One another thing; please stop the "rich evil waterfront homeowners vs. poor noble liveaboards" or "mindless 

consumerism droids vs. the free and enlightened". The issue is that living for free on public land (or waters) is 

taking public property for personal use and illegal. It hasn't anything to do with being unique or socially 

experimental and the taxpayers who complain about the inequity have a legitimate reason to do so.  

 

The city isn't bad either. The city has protected the liveaboards for 13 years from eviction by DNR and has gone 

way over backwards to find legal ways to accommodate the lifestyle. I lived on my boat for 4 years, I love and 

understand the life, support it and helped to find a legal solution. The city has worked diligently to find a solution 

and the OWM is it. The OWM plan will work - although I think it would work better to have at least provided an 

option for less expensive space on the linear moorage.” 

on Scare tactics aren’t going to work | Letters | Oct. 23 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Dick, Your stated foible of fiscal responsibility will run head on into reality soon. It will be hard to continue that line of thinking if 

the city loses millions of dollars of fiancing through grants, is forced to pay higher interest rates for future loans, continues to 

rack up thousands of dollars in legal fees, and wastes more of everyone's time. The only pending crisis is the one that you & 

Adams have perpetuated. I would hope that the city asks a judge to order you & Adams to help pay the city's legal fees. That 

being due to the fact that it is also my tax money that helps run the city and have to pay lawyers to defend against suits such 

as yours. The judge threw out the major part of your suit. Fight the remaining issues in trial court but the appeal is wasting 

everyone's money. The RPA Dynamic Duo has morphed into a two-person Galactic Empire with Emperor Allen and Darth 

Adams. 

on Council passes open-water marina - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

http://www.pnwlocalnews.com/kitsap/bir/opinion/letters/65813302.html#comment-20985274
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Thank you Bill, for once again pointing the "blaming" finger at city administration. The council no longer has that luxury of 

playing the blame game. The council has always been part of the city management, has always had the final say on city 

finances, and now runs the city completely. 

on Council passes open-water marina - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

If I recall my history correctly, "nature boy" Thoreau went home on weekends to raid the family cookie jar. While living the 

simple life in the woods, Thoreau walked into nearby Concord, Mass., almost every day. And his mom, who lived less than two 

miles away, delivered goody baskets filled with meals, pies and doughnuts every Saturday. The more one reads in Thoreau's 

unpolished journal of his stay in the woods, the more his sojourn resembles suburban boys going to their tree-house in the 

backyard and pretending they're camping in the heart of the jungle.  

 

All that being said, the OWM issue at its base is a legal one. Robert is right, should people start moving into state parks and 

homesteading? I agree with you that folks should be able to live in their boats and they are still free to do so. They just can't do 

it legally in Eagle Harbor in whatever spot they choose. Those that want to can comply with the OWM regulations, move to 

another harbor, or anchor out off the island, or arrange for mooring at one of the severeral Eagle Habor marinas.  

 

When I look out the window of the ferry entering Eagle Harbor, it really does not matter to me what a particular boat or floating 

"Water World" looks like. People are free to live however they like and who I am I judge their life style? When their choices 

cross over the legal line or violates the rights of others, that concerns me. 

a comment by robertdashiell on Council passes open-water marina - Bainbridge Island Review last year  

“And your fair and equitable solution would be what? 

 

If it's status quo, do you think the state should also let anyone live in state parks and not pay a camping fee?” 

on Kirsten Hytopoulos: City needs to get back community's trust - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Ms. Hytopoulos's posting reads a little too much like a lawyer's response to civil suit interrogatories. By that I mean very 

specific statements that are narrowly interpreted. She does not deny meeting with Adams & Knobloch as was alleged. She 

does not deny the allegation about speaking with others and voicing her support for the law suit. She simply states that she is 

not a member of the lawsuit, attended a meeting about the lawsuit, nor is a member of the RPA. Guess what? I and probably 

well over 99% of island residents fall into the responses that Hytopoulos gave. 

 

What I find interesting is what Ms. Hytopoulos did not disclose or talk about. And that being Sally Adams has given hundreds 

of dollars to Hytopoulos' campaign. Adams was also involved in arranging an ice cream social event for Hytopoulos's 

campaign last summer. This can all be verified by reviewing Hytopoulos's C3 forms on file with the Public Disclosure 

Commission. 

 

Draw your own conclusions. 
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on Scales, DuMont offer balance | Letters | Oct. 23 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Good letter Elina ! 

a comment by loves_to_wine on Kirsten Hytopoulos: City needs to get back community's trust - Bainbridge Island Review last year  

“In all fairness (and transparancy) you should disclose which groups you have worked with. Yes, 

you worked hard for the change of government. But you also have worked with the Rate Payers group and 

supported them in thier lawsuit against the city. It all boils down to you supporting the very same people who are 

taking money from the city you want to represent. Come clean-admit it in print!! Admit too, that you are aligned 

with Knobloch, Vancil and Brackett. You have a set agenda! You REALLY want to keep Winslow Way from 

repairs and upgrades. How can you be "ecology minded" and not support the new WWTP and WW projects?” 

a comment by loves_to_wine on Kirsten Hytopoulos: City needs to get back community's trust - Bainbridge Island Review last year  

“Sally,  

 

Perhaps you and Kristen should get together and talk before you post. She has already ADDMITTED she is part 

of this group (verbally and in private) to others, she just has not done it publically in writing. And you are not off 

the hot seat when it comes to Knobloch either. How funny that you are forgetting your late night meeting in a bar 

DURING a city council meeting that Bill excused himself from to meet you and Kristen!  

 

While these two (and perhaps others) may not be dircetly involved because of thier address, they are still 

involoved. Anytime an elected official gets involved in this type of thing, they are opening themselves up to being 

"transparent". When Kristen announced she was running, she is held to the same standard as those who are 

seated.  

 

I sure hope that this thing settles with ALL the council members and (new) city managers approval. Not just those 

in the meetings held "behind closed doors" as Knobloch likes to say.  

 

I also hope the public sees the smoke and mirros to this election. Everybody get your life vest on, this place is 

going to sink if certain people get elected!!!” 

on Profits before people off High School Road - Bainbridge Island Review last year 
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I am reminded of folks that buy a house or move into a neighborhood situated next to a gun club. Then, proceed to complain 

about the noise when people actually shoot their guns. Same would go for those that choose to move into a neighborhood 

next to a major business district. Well, without the guns. 

on Dismissal of attempted child molestation charge reversed - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I find it appalling that the creep won't be taken into custody. A judge set his bail at $100k the last time. He should be put in jail 

and have another bail hearing before a judge. According to the courts web site, he has a lengthy history and has had another 

court case in Hoquiam since being released from Kitsap County jail. You should read some of the details in the court of 

appeals decision posted on line. Disgusting. This person deserves to have the full story put before a judge & jury. 

on Council passes open-water marina - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

They get more than free moorage here on Bainbridge. They also have restrooms & showers, free sewage pump-out (for those 

that don't use a five gallon bucket that is simply dumped overboard), free potable water, free garbage disposal, free dinghy 

moorage at the city dock and easy access to the downtown area for groceries, etc. All free and with the complements of the 

tax payers of Bainbridge. I predict an outcry of "unfair, unfair!" from those have grown accustomed to their unofficial tax-

subsidized living arrangements. Perhaps we'll get away from the Hong Kong Harbor look we have had in the past. It will be 

interesting to see if the city council has the backbone to support the police & code enforcement folks when they decide to 

actually enforce the law. I agree with Robert that the council would still be talking (or not) about this for another 10 years if a 

higher authority hadn't stepped in. 

 

on Kirsten Hytopoulos: City needs to get back community's trust - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Why don't you settle all the speculation & rife with disclosing exactly who is the "Rate Payers Alliance?" You brought all this 

upon yourself with all the secrecy & non-disclosure. Something about cutting off one's nose for spite...  

 

By the way, I certainly hope your "Alliance" is not sucessful in tripling utility rates, the city losing grant money that we will never 

get again, future loans at higher interest rates, or costing us all money for your silly law suit. 

on Signs stolen, dumped at beach - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I find it very interesting what some of the candidates are saying. Hytopolus and Lester don't like signs and didn't want to use 

them. But, compromised their values because their opponents used signs. Did they feel that they couldn't win the election 

running soley on their campaign slogans & sound bites? It almost sounds to me like a person that will say or do anything to get 

elected even if it includes going against their values and what they believe is right and wrong. 

on Debbi Lester: Let's come together as a big neighborhood - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I'll pass on this candidate. I have had enough Vancil family values and don't need the quagmire that would come with electing 

Lester/Vancil. 

on Debbie Vancil: Citizens' priorities must come first - Bainbridge Island Review last year 
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Vancil is a career politician, having spent 15 years involved in city hall workings. And where has that gotten us? Also not sure 

she wants to flout "25 years of real business management" either, the results of her business management can be viewed on 

the courts web site in the form of failed businesses and banks wanting their money. Vancil has an established record of votes, 

decisions and public statements. If the voters would only look, it is clear what they would get in re-electing her. 

 on Disappointed by 'zombie' coverage - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

More BRAINS!!! 

on Who is benefitting from this lawsuit? | Letters | Sept. 18 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

We now have Knobloch, Brackett, Franz & Snow in meetings with the secret society that calls themselves the "RPA". There 

are no attorneys from either side present, no one is recording what goes on for the public, nor are the meetings open to the 

public. Is this legal? Depending on who you ask these meetings are not settlement meetings nor considered a council 

executive session. Before they giveaway the farm, I think the island taxpayers want to know what is being discussed. 

on New Jersey man tapped to oversee Kitsap parks - Port Orchard Independent last year 

I am sure the county commissioners explained to him that Kitsap doesn't provide limo services, golf outings, dinners, drinks 

and regularly booked tables at social and charity functions. I am also sure they explained that he could not violated public 

bidding laws, steer contracts to favored vendors, get free champaign and liquor, and be provided perks such as houses, cars 

and free gas. Things will be different than New Jersey. I am sure Dunwiddie wouldn't have taken the job if he wasn't ok with 

the Kitsap way. 

on Council begins search for interim city manager - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

If History is any indicator, the council will hire Lee Walton as a place-holder again. Assuming his health & age allows him to do 

so. Sometimes the lack of imagination or ability to think outside the box on the part of the council amazes me. 

on School board approves principals' pay cut - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

I would like to thank the school district staff for taking voluntary salary reductions. Saving the district money is not a joke to me 

and I appreciate the sacrifice made. 

on Vote for Lester’s energy, vision | Letters | Sept. 25 - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

Christy, you mean funny "ha ha" or funny as in weird or strange? I don't think the island is so small, we are so limited, or short-

sighted, that we need 30% of the city council being from the same family (Vancil). 15+ years of career politician Vancil famlily 

values (and spending) is enough for anyone. 

on City Manager Mark Dombroski to resign - Bainbridge Island Review last year 

How about the Review opening a JMO comment/blog area so those 65% of comments posted that have nothing to do with the 

city manger have a place to go without hijacking the news story comment section? 

on Sewer rates could double or triple to pay for WWTP - Bainbridge Island Review last year 
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Why does Knobloch continue to refer to "the city government" in the 3rd person? Hello? Bill, YOU are part of the city 

government. If YOU choose to sit out on an issue, don't go blaming "the city government" for doing nothing. YOU have every 

bit the responsibility as the city manager, past mayor or other council members on this issue. Bill, YOU championed the new 

FOG, now do something other than complain and point fingers at problems. That tactic no longer works for you or any other 

member of the council. What are YOU going to do, Mr. Knobloch? 

on Man ditches stolen car for kayak during chase - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

My friend, all editions of the Sun are special :) 

on Man ditches stolen car for kayak during chase - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

The Kitsap Sun is reporting that there was a firearm and body armor left behind in the stolen car. Kinda troubling, these 

criminals. 

 on Man ditches stolen car for kayak during chase - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

The Kitsap Sun is reporting that there was a firearm and body armor left behind in the stolen car. Kinda troubling, these 

criminals. 

on BIFD levy placed on Nov. 3 ballot - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

Found out a few things, it was less costly to contract with Seattle Fire for island paramedics. And, BIFD is the only agency in 

Kitsap County that does not charge people for at least a portion of EMS services or ambulance transport. And, there is an 

enormous amount of overtime being made by some staff. I am afraid that if the BIFD isn't more transparent about exactly 

where the new levy money will be spent, my family may well vote "No". Tell us in dollars & cents how much of the new money 

would be spent on new employees and how much (and for what) the remaining money would be going. Like Citizen Watchdog 

said, the electric & gas bills could not possibly take up all that money. 

on BIFD levy placed on Nov. 3 ballot - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

This is alot of money. I have always supported the schools and public safety but, wow! I have heard that there are reasons the 

BIFD lost the residents that used to live at the fire hall on Phelps road and Bucklin Hill and haven't had any takers on replacing 

them. I was told it had to do with internal conflicts and the way volunteers are treated. Like the city, you treat folks like crap and 

they will leave, especially if they are volunteering to begin with.  

 

I agree that BIFD is an expensive operation to run, or is at least spending more that their comparables. All that being said, they 

offer a valuable and essential government service. I would want to know exactly what they are spending the other half of that 

$2.5M on, as 10 new hires is way under that amount. The BIFD has lost at the ballot box before and I wouldn't want them to 

lose again because all the facts are not out there. Has the fire department & police department considered combining forces? I 

know of many agencies nationwide that have cross-trained paramedics and police officers. The officer drove usually an SUV 

and are trained & equipped to handle medical emergencies as well and the legal ones. Was contracting with Seattle Fire for 

paramedics less costly? Could we share personnel with Poulsbo or North Kitsap Fire?  

 

In this economic times with the school district & fire district asking for a combined $45 million, these levies will not be as easy a 

sell as in the past. All worthy institutions, but I will still have to give it much thought before I vote. 
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on Fehlman named chief of police - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

Welcome to Chief Fehlman! I have only heard good things about him. He should be an asset to the city management team. 

on BIAHC hires new executive director - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

Yes, if she is elected Debbi Lester will continue the Vancil family values just like her mother-in'law- Debbie Vancil. We need to 

put the brake on career-politicians and nepotism. I say leave Ms. Lester and her husband (Ryan Vancil) right where they are- 

as an activist and a law suit-seeking lawyer in the private sector. Much better that than the alternative, which is a city council 

that is almost 30% controlled by the Vancil family, plus a Vancil lawyer on the side. 

on Vancil is generous and trustworthy | Letters | Aug. 28 - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

Joan, you left out the part where Vancil added several hundreds of thousands of dollars to the budget for the senior center. 

Benefiting from Vancil's council actions would lead to a pretty nice letter to the editor. Vancil is a career-politician that has had 

a hand in our city's finances for YEARS. She is at least partially to blame for our current financial siutation. 

on Bill Point, East Beach unsafe for kids, pets - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

Andy, that pic appears to be taken from Pritchard Park looking across Eagle Harbor to Wing Point. The background clearly 

shows the Wing Point shoreline looking at it from the water.  

 

Chris, give it a rest, you lost that one a while ago. 

on Fee would aid our roads whatever we drive | Letters | Aug. 14 - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

Jola,  

Why wait for a council law that requires you to pay them $20 per car? You are free to send a check to the city right now. For 

any amount you wish. Just don't come crying to me when it doesn't get spent on the roads. The city gets more than enough 

tax money each year to provide road maintance and other essential services. The council just chooses to not use your tax 

money for roads. Instead, a large portion gets funneled to non-essential government services. Where did the $100,000 come 

from that council gave away to "affordable housing" last month? This $20 tax is nothing more than a shell game to cover for 

unchecked council social spending. 

on City Council passes HDDP - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

Having attended quite a few meetings & talked to folks, Mr. Dashiell has given a fair & factual summary of the HDDP issue. I 

used to be a fan of Mr. Knobloch and voted for him twice. The last year or two I have become more & more concerned about 

Mr. Knobloch's council behavior, decisions & statements. I doubt my family's votes will go for him again. On that same note, it 

looks like two terms on the council is about the useful length before things start to degrade. In some cases one term may be 

enough. 

on Candidates' experience defines South Ward - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

Our family's votes will be for Tim Jacobsen. 

 on North Ward race a battle of two councilors and a newcomer - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 
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L-T-W,  

Here is the web site: http://dw.courts.wa.gov/ Just enter the name you want to search for. Once you get the listing of court 

cases, you can then back out & search by the docket number and get the case details. Some (especially older cases) you may 

have to contact the court clerks directly to get a copy of the file. 

on North Ward race a battle of two councilors and a newcomer - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

Since it was mentioned, I did some checking on the courts web site, I find nothing but a boatload of contention and inability to 

get along with others regarding Ms. Keenan. In Washington State, 19 court cases in the last 11 years with Keenan and not just 

since living on the island. According to the web site she has lawsuits, civil cases and criminal cases in King County Superior 

Court, King County District Courts, Kitsap Superior Court and Bainbridge Municipal Court. Her husband & campaign cohort- 

Mr. Gander, has 23 court cases in the last 11 years in the same jurisdictions. These cases go much beyond the "goat matter".  

 

Past behavior is the best predictor of how someone will act in the future. I want someone on the council that will build 

relationships, foster goodwill and get things accomplished. Not hold grudges, get mired in conflict and unnecessary & 

protracted legal process. Regardless of her education & professional qualifications, I don't see candidate Keenan as that kind 

of person. 

on Damaged sewer lines should be top priority | Letters | July 31 - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

Dennis, you have attended just as many or more council meetings than I have. You should be asking Knobloch, Vancil, 

Brackett et al very pointed questions about their priority for spending. Ask them how many thousands of dollars they spent on 

non-essential government services at the expense of roads, utility, public safety, etc. THOSE are all essential government 

services. I am sick of listening to some of the council members whine and complain "We don't have any emergency reserves", 

"We need to fix the roads", "The sewer system is failing", and "I value water resources". Then they go right out and give away 

real property, appropriate away free non-essential government services, and give many, many of thousands of dollars to 

HHHS or other social groups.  

 

Bill K.- Think about all the money you voted to spend for arts & HHHS the next time you preach about a lack of reserves. 

Maybe even stay for entire meetings instead of getting in a huff and leaving.  

 

Debbie V. - Think about all the money you spearheaded to purchase property with strings attached to developers the next time 

you moan about money for a senior center (which isn't even an essential government service).  

 

Kim B.- Think about the sewage and toilet paper on the beach when you again vote for thousands in non-essential 

government spending.  

 

In the last few months the other council members all complained about debt, lack of revenues and spending. Then, magically, 

they instantly forgot what they just said and voted to spend money and go further into debt anyway.  

 

Both this election cycle and the next, the incumbent council members need to be rotated out and replaced. As an current 

incumbent frequently states- Stay Tuned... 

on Set a time limit on handicap ferry parking | Letters, July 17 - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

http://dw.courts.wa.gov/
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I do believe that fees or "paid" handicapped parking spaces are illegal. Same thing for time limits for handicapped spaces.  

 

What the city could do is actually enforce the laws that are on the books. Everyday people without handicap placards and 

plates use the handicapped parking spaces to wait on folks disembarking the ferry. Many times these people sit there for up to 

a half hour. The Safeway grocery is another area where the handicapped parking is abused. I have even seen motorcycles 

using the spaces at Safeway. Of course, now that the city laid off it's only full-time parking enforcment officer, people can get 

away with this as well as probably not even paying at the ferry city lot. After all, the city only has a part-time parking officer to 

cover the 168 hours in a week. So for at least half the week no one is even checking to see if you pay to park! I'll bet the city is 

saving all kinds of money... 

on City needs to act to save historic houses | Letters, July 17 - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

If there are any city law changes, it should clearly NOT be retro-active. In other words, any current property owner would not 

be encumbered by a new law. It also should be clearly disclosed to any potential property purchaser. Unless, of course, those 

pushing the issue want to pony up the cash to compensate the property owners for any losses. I think anyone subject to a new 

law should be aware of it PRIOR to purchasing the property. Otherwise all I see is a new round of lawsuits where the city ends 

up forking out more money.  

 

Otherwise the folks that wrote this letter need to put their money where their mouths are and buy up "historic" property 

themselves instead of telling the real owners what to do with what rightfully belongs to them. I didn't see any of them stepping 

up to move this "historic" building free of cost from the owner. Blowing hot air costs less. 

on Fund established for accused educator - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

Don't know what to think of this. I am sure it makes the victim and her family feel real swell. 

on City mulling transfer of 22 properties to park district - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

The initial purchase cost is only part of the issue. Once owned by the public/city, all the taxes associated with the property 

disappears. The city loses the property tax. Without our government being more business friendly, we rely on real estate & 

property taxes to a large extent. That $5.7 million of property being given away is essentially the same as cutting off a large 

chunk of government tax-based income FOREVER. Personally, I would limit the free land giveaways and concentrate on 

selling off more to private owners. 

on Bainbridge sees rash of vandalism - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

While Annie may be right about the city not spending much to clean the paint off the roads, I am sure the folks that drove their 

cars through wet paint are not happy. Several thousands of dollars spent fixing the car's paint is not funny or a prank at all, but 

regular old vandalism. My family also did not appreciate the large, painted penis that was painted on the road. Actually in a 

couple of roads on the island. I did check with the city about 10 years ago about vandalism and was told by public works that 

they (back then) spent about $30,000 on the average every year to fix/repair road signs and other street vandalism.  

 

As far as kids being the ones responsible, give me a break. When I go to Safeway in the evening and see groups of 

highschoolers with paint on their hands and clothes and fresh paint on the roads, I and everyone else draws the same 

conclusion. Same as them you see groups of kids buying cartons of eggs and toilet paper in the Fall. Unless the painting is 

done on their own property, I hope the cops hammer 'em everytime they catch them. 
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on Snow will not seek reelection | Council race roundup - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

I, too, will pass on the Vann ticket... 

on Curt Winston joins race for City Council's South Ward position - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

My memory isn't that short, thanks but I'll pass on this one. 

 on The mayor, er, new council member displays her grit | In Our Opinion | May 29 - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

I see her staying on as more of a detriment than help. I think it more her ego & hopeful legacy repair work than anything. All 

this after the overwhelming voter-approved Buh-Bye! 

on Campaign makes material available | Letters | May 29 - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

Dennis,  

If all you did at these closed-door, invitation-only meetings was hand out a notebook, why was it not public? You could have 

just left a copy of this notebook at city hall for each councilmember. The public is not stupid. I hope the council got the 

message, loud & clear, on this one. 

on Kordonowy will join council as eighth member - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

Disappointing but not all that unexpected. Is this just Ms. Kordonowy's way of getting back at the council? What part of "don't 

let the door hit you on the way out" did she not get? She obviously is having a hard time letting go. Her best "contribution" 

should have been bowing out and providing any meaningful advice from the sidelines. Especially with a budget process 

quickly approaching. I am hopeful that the real council can steady the course during this transition and move forward. 

on What's next for Bainbridge's new government? - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

I hope that "community priorities" don't override government essential services, as many times I have seen a social issue take 

priority over safety, security & infrastructure. I like getting the communications from council members Knobloch & Vancil. And 

Mr. Peters has a public blog posting. Why are the other council members so silent about making public comments or providing 

their thoughts on issues? 

 

on School bond inches close to approval in latest ballot count - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

I should have known by now what happens when you poke the trolls.... 

on School bond inches close to approval in latest ballot count - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

Chris,  

How did you get to be an expert in so many areas? I am impressed. You also seem to throw the word "we" around like you are 

a borg, part of a collective. A majority of voters voted for the bond, just less than 1/2 percent of the super-majority required. A 

"No" vote did not change anything for our school district. Still need to replace a facility, repairs still need to be made, etc. The 
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only thing it accomplished was the taxpayers having to continue to throw money away on short-term fixes & temporary repairs. 

Money that could have been used for those good teachers that are most effective at educating children that you mention. 

on Special Election Coverage: Bainbridge turnout tops 40 percent in early ballot returns - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

If the city's own legal council won't give an opinion on the rolling quorum issue, I am sure the state attorney general's office 

will. This is not a new concept & other governments across the nation have to deal with it as well. 

on Special Election Coverage: Bainbridge turnout tops 40 percent in early ballot returns - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

Fred,  

I don't really have much more to add except to tell you that I do like the occasional baloney sandwich (having grown up in a 

time where sometimes that is all we had). It is not my intention to dog anyone, I just wanted to make a point about this one 

issue. You needn't explain the make-up of the VoteCM09 campaign, I endorsed it & was a part of it. All three members of my 

family voted for it. And I still support it. The meetings could have very easily been public but they weren't. Sometimes 

appearances are even more important than substance. Lets carry on & move forward. 

on Special Election Coverage: Bainbridge turnout tops 40 percent in early ballot returns - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

Fred,  

I agree with much of what you say except for the part where you tell me to stick my head in the sand when it comes to the 

operation of our government. I hope you continue to work towards the substance of an open & transparent government. You 

have my support in that regard.  

 

Debbie (and Bill),  

I thank you for you responses. That you continue to take the time to reply shows me that you do care about our government. I 

will take you at your word that everything is above board so far. If history is any indicator, you‟ll have many folks looking over 

your shoulder. I think we will just have to respectfully agree to disagree about this current issue. Although legal, I don‟t like the 

appearances of council members, city administrator and political organizers having a private meeting at home of a Council-

Manager „09 campaign member to discuss the future of our government.  

 

That it had to be done in separate stages to preclude violating the Open Meetings Act makes me wonder. Are we in for this 

long-term? By that I mean a series of meetings with three or less council members at a time in order to keep the meetings 

from being open to the public? Whenever an issue arises or someone wants something accomplished will there be a series of 

private meetings instead of a public one with a quorum of the council? I would rather see the issues being discussed and 

debated in public rather than being decided ahead of time and only the formality of a vote in public.  

 

on Special Election Coverage: Bainbridge turnout tops 40 percent in early ballot returns - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

I have no problems at all with the type of one-on-one sitdowns Ms. Vancil describes. I would imagine they happen on a regular 

basis. What I found disturbing was the gathering of multiple council members, city administrator and the campaign staff of a 

political organization. All in private without public oversight. While in reality it may have all been innocent & well meaning, it 

certainly looks bad and not the way to start off the new FOG. You don't need a meeting of officials to simply hand over a 

binder of information.  
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I was disappointed. The fact that Debbie Vancil and Bill Knobloch don't recognize (or won't acknowledge) why folks are upset 

doesn't make me feel any better. Kim Brackett & Chris Snow also attended that meeting. That makes a council majority that 

saw nothing wrong. The council is now going to face the same scrutiny that the mayor once had. Whether this political meeting 

was benign or not, get used to it.  

 Special Election Coverage: Bainbridge turnout tops 40 percent in early ballot returns - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

I have no problems at all with the type of one-on-one sitdowns Ms. Vancil describes. I would imagine they happen on a regular 

basis. What I found disturbing was the gathering of multiple council members, city administrator and the campaign staff of a 

political organization. All in private without public oversight. While in reality it may have all been innocent & well meaning, it 

certainly looks bad and not the way to start off the new FOG. You don't need a meeting of officials to simply hand over a 

binder of information.  

 

I was disappointed. The fact that Debbie Vancil and Bill Knobloch don't recognize (or won't acknowledge) why folks are upset 

doesn't make me feel any better. Kim Brackett & Chris Snow also attended that meeting. That makes a council majority that 

saw nothing wrong. The council is now going to face the same scrutiny that the mayor once had. Whether this political meeting 

was benign or not, get used to it.  

on Special Election Coverage: Bainbridge turnout tops 40 percent in early ballot returns - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

Thank you for your input Bill, but it doesn't match what is in the article. I know, I know, the press may not have all the facts. 

Nevertheless, meetings like you describe about a national organization assisting with our government's transition should 

absolutely be a public meeting. Opinions and anecdotal evidence by the Vote Council-Manager '09 campaign should also be 

done in public. While I respect your position and opinion, simply dismissing a meeting as "administrative in nature" is like 

telling me that it is none of my business. I am sure that there will be things said in a private meeting that won't be repeated in 

public. Once a person or group starts taking it upon themselves to decide whether the public needs to know something or not, 

it begins that slippery slope. I hope the council reconsiders these private meetings and begin the new era of transparency, 

accountability and oversight that you mention. Please let me know if four or more council members show up. 

on Special Election Coverage: Bainbridge turnout tops 40 percent in early ballot returns - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

I agree with Chris, I thought the whole idea of private & closed-door meetings, backroom dealings and the "in-crowd" is what 

brought this whole shift in government to a boil. It is disappointing to hear that the very first thing that happens after the vote is 

private meetings with members of a political organization and the council.  

 

Do we need to start a new series of public disclosure requests to find out what went on? 

on City Council approves $3 million interfund loan - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

While I appreciate all three comments thus far, none address the problem in this article. Councilmembers Knobloch & Vancil- 

what are your ideas or plans to fix the problem, and how much will those plans cost? Many of us are getting tired of the 

selective finger-pointing and theatre that has been going on the last year or so in council chambers. Mr. Knobloch, why do you 

feel it appropriate to just get up, put on your jacket and walk out of the middle of council meetings like you did on April 22nd? 

Does any of this repeat minority of three have a plan? I am looking to the council for a little leadership, to bring a collaborative 
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vision forward, not a group of folks to bicker and fight over whatever is brought before them. Please, please, please, tell me 

how you would fix the funding situation, not give a history lesson on how you believe the city got to where it is now. 

on Bainbridge police make drug bust in Port Townsend - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

What, no craigslist prostitutes this time? 

on Why so many officers with a low crime rate? | Letters | April 17 - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

Tad,  

Cencom stats only include calls to 911. The police handle quite a few more calls for service from walk-ins and phone calls to 

the police station. Including the chief, there are a grand total of 21 commissioned officers. Take away the supervisors & 

administrative & detective assignments and you have 12 officers working on the street covering 24/7. I would imagine it is a 

delicate balancing act just to coordinate days off, vacations, and court appearances. Mr. Puma knows not what he speaks. 

on Council approves inter-fund loan to avoid insolvency - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

Well, the city just hired another employee to tell them how to cut costs and save money. This is like purchasing a Hummer to 

haul around a sailboat because you don't want to pay money to fuel a motor boat. Makes perfect sense, yes? Why do we even 

pay for managers and directors (and even give them bonuses) if they can't even figure out how to save money on their own? 

Here is some free advice: Stick to government's core mission with essential services, stop building stuff for a while, and cut the 

fat (including a few more staff). 

on Prostitution investigation leads to four arrests on Bainbridge - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

Out of town cops luring out of town criminals to the island to arrest them. Money well spent! Lets hope we don't start importing 

killers and drug cartels. 

on City’s financial situation worsens - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

Money must not be in too short of a supply. The city had enough to pay thousands of dollars for "bonuses" above and beyond 

salary and benefits to all the senior management. Somewhere to the tune of $20 to $30k. Bet the employees are glad they 

voluntarily gave up part of their pay to help out the financial problems with the city so that the management could get their 

bonuses. 

on City is not heeding dire economic forecasts - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 

I appreciate Mr. Knobloch's responsiveness to citizens & organizations. I think he is a dedicated and respected leader. My only 

complaint would be that I wish he (and his two closest councilmembers) would address essential government services first 

before doling out tax money to social & art organizations and special interests groups. Another year without any money for 

road repair is beyond silly, it is a sad & neglectful state. If nothing was budgeted in an effort to force a $20 car tab tax, I would 

be very upset. Civics classes at High School teach you the basic function of government- public safety, security and essential 

infrastructure. There are well over 22,000 citizens on the island and I fear they are focusing or spending way too much on a 

very small, but vocal population. 

 on Complaint filed against Bainbridge Island police - Bainbridge Island Review 2 years ago 
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PleaseKOIsafe talking the same tired old mantra from the same person that likes to refer to herself in the third person. Actually 

take it to court or give it a rest. We have heard it enough already. 

 


